
 

ABSTRACT 

SHARMA, SAURABH. Spectral Prediction: A Signals approach to Computer 
Architecture Prefetching. (Under the direction of Dr. Thomas M. Conte.) 

Effective data prefetching requires accurate mechanisms to predict embedded 

patterns in the miss reference behavior. This dissertation introduces a novel technique 

Spectral Prediction that accurately identifies the pattern by dynamically adjusting to its 

frequency. The proposed technique exploits the fact that addresses in the reference stream 

follow definite frequencies and captures them using the recurrence distance information. 

In so doing, the patterns are successfully detected while the random noise is filtered.  

This dissertation describes two implementations of spectral prediction: Spectral 

Prefetcher (SP) and Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP). The first 

implementation, SP, is adaptive in behavior and can capture either the pattern of 

addresses or the pattern of strides between the addresses within the cache miss stream. SP 

was designed as a proof-of-concept and provided productive insights for designing a 

more elegant implementation: DOSP, which is resource-efficient and offers better 

performance. The dissertation also includes simulation driven performance evaluations of 

SP and DOSP. Our results show that these implementations of spectral prediction achieve 

4% to 400% performance improvement for memory-intensive programs running on an 

aggressive out-of-order processor with large caches and large branch predictor. 

Additionally, using a set of co-scheduled pairs of benchmarks on a dual-core CMP, we 

show that a 16KB on chip implementation of DOSP provides an average throughput 

improvement of 10% and at best by 86%. 
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“Freedom is only in the field of action, and not in the field of bringing about 

the fruits of action. The fruits of work should not be your motive. You 

should never be inactive.” 
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Chapter 1   Introduction 

Microarchitectural innovations rely on speculation to boost the performance of 

contemporary microprocessors. Some of the more effective examples of speculation 

include branch prediction and data prefetching. Accurate prediction mechanisms have 

been the driving force behind these innovations, so increasing the accuracy of the 

predictors increases the performance benefit of speculation. Spectral techniques, such as 

Fourier analysis, offer the possibility of further improving performance by increasing 

prediction accuracy [20]. In this dissertation, we show spectral techniques can be 

implemented in hardware to improve the effectiveness of the data prefetching. 

Prefetching is a proactive technique for hiding memory latency and is an essential 

part of modern microarchitectues [1, 17, 40].  Unlike the demand-fetch models of the 

caches, prefetching can predict future memory requests and speculatively acquire data. 

Among all the prefetching techniques, the one that acquire patterns by exploiting the 

correlation between future memory references with past memory behavior has been 

shown to be extremely effective [6, 15, 18, 22, 28, 29]. Recent efforts to improve the 

correlation-based prefetching have primarily focused on alternative structures for storing 

prefetch history [28, 29]. Although these proposals reduce stale history data, which 

occurs when history in the distant past no longer represents the current condition, they are 
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typically associated with low prediction accuracy [29]. We take a different approach – 

one that is largely orthogonal to previous work – by improving the accuracy of the 

prediction mechanism itself. 

Our work builds on the observation that memory access stream consist of both 

ordered (pattern) and unordered (random) components. These random components are 

introduced in the access stream either due to control flow irregularities or due to dynamic 

transformations (allocation or deletion) of linked-data-structures in an application. We 

believe that predictions based on these unordered elements (addresses) can result in lower 

prediction accuracy, which can further lead to higher memory utilization and 

performance losses. It is natural to ask whether one can improve accuracy by filtering the 

unordered elements with the help of spectral techniques. Since most spectral techniques 

would be prohibitively expensive to implement as prefetchers, an alternative is to explore 

spectral prediction, one of the simplest possible spectral technique. Spectral prediction 

uses the recurrence distance in conjunction with correlation to prune out unordered 

elements from the access stream. Unlike Fourier analysis, spectral prediction is fairly 

easy to implement in hardware. 

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. The goal of this chapter is to 

motivate, introduce and define spectral prediction as well as define its implementations. 

We begin with a brief summary of the processor-memory performance gap as an obstacle 

to instruction level parallelism (ILP). We continue with a description of the incumbent 

technique, correlation-based hardware prefetcher, and its limitations. We then introduce 

spectral prediction as a technique for overcoming the limitations of correlation-based 

hardware prefetching. Finally, we provide a high level overview of our proposed 
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implementations of spectral prediction, pointing out their novel aspects. The last section 

of this chapter summarizes the contribution of this dissertation and outlines the remaining 

chapters. 

1.1 The Problem: Processor-Memory Performance Gap 

Processor performance is a product of two factors: clock frequency and instruction level 

parallelism – the execution of multiple instructions per clock cycle. Significant 

advancements in semiconductor process technology and microarchitecture have driven 

both of these factors. Semiconductor technology – the continued miniaturization of 

CMOS devices – has produced faster and smaller individual transistors, enabling higher 

clock frequencies. Further, this miniaturization has provided computer architects with 

more raw materials to design mechanisms for extracting parallelism. These trends have 

significantly increased processor performance, enabling leaps in software functionality 

and making processors a ubiquitous commodity. 

Even at today’s frequencies, processors spend a significant fraction of their time 

waiting for data from memory. This is mainly due to the diverging rate of improvement 

between processor technology and that of DRAM memory, i.e. 60% vs. 10% per year 

[31]. Although the performance of both processor and memory are improving 

exponentially, the exponent of the processor is substantially larger than that of memory.  

An inevitable consequence of this difference is a rapidly growing processor-memory 

performance gap, which now is the primary obstacle to improved computer performance. 
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Because of the growing memory latencies (measured in processor cycles), any 

request that misses in the cache can eventually take hundreds of cycles to satisfy. As a 

result, increasing the processor frequency improves performance with diminishing returns 

as memory latency is not reduced. Moreover, it is often difficult to find useful work in the 

applications that may be overlapped with memory stalls. Thus to circumvent this problem 

the prediction of future memory requests is required.  

1.2 The Solution: Data Prefetching 

To bridge the processor-memory latency gap, computer architects have primarily relied 

on deeper cache hierarchies, where each level trades off faster lookup speed for larger 

chip area. Although the use of larger cache hierarchies has proven to be effective in 

reducing the memory access times for applications showing a high degree of locality in 

their reference streams, it is still not uncommon for other data sensitive applications to 

spend more than half of their execution times waiting for memory requests [27]. This 

poor utilization of caches is partially due to the demand-fetch policy of caches, in which 

data is only fetched into higher levels of cache upon a processor requests. Thus, the first 

access to a cache line will always result in a miss, since only previously accessed data is 

stored in the cache. Moreover, if the working set size of an application is large, it is likely 

that the fetched cache line will be evicted to make room for new lines. When the same 

line is needed later, the processor must again retrieve it from main memory, once again 

incurring the full memory access latency.  

Many of these misses can be avoided if we augment the demand-fetch policy of 

the cache with a data prefetch operation. Rather than waiting for a cache miss to result in 
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a memory fetch, data prefetching anticipates such misses and fetches the data before it is 

required. While several models have been proposed for prefetching either via hardware 

[6, 9, 11, 15, 18, 19, 22, 28, 29, 30, 33] or software [23, 25, 27], hardware 

implementations are more popular due to availability of run-time information which can 

significantly improve the effectiveness of prefetching. Most previous proposals for 

hardware prefetchers target specific patterns in the access stream – such as strided 

accesses [9, 19, 30] and accesses to linked-data-structures [11, 33]. While effective for 

the targeted access patterns, these prefetchers have limited general applicability across a 

wider range of applications. 

1.2.1 The Incumbent: Correlation-based Prefetcher 

Tag 1st 2nd

A C B

B D C

Missed Address Stream
A, B, C, D, A, C, B, D, A, C, B

C B D

D A

Missed Address B

Last Observed 
Address C

Lookup

Update

Correlation Table
 

Figure 1-1: An abstract correlation-based prefetcher 

Correlation-based prefetching is the standard technique for targeting generalized 

memory access behavior – including strided accesses, and indirect accesses to linked-

data-structures and arrays. The address predictors of correlation-based prefetchers 

compare future memory references with past memory behavior to prefetch repetitive 
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reference patterns. These prefetching mechanisms work because programs are repetitive 

and produce recurring address patterns. An abstract correlation-based prefetcher is shown 

in Figure 1-1. As shown, the prefetcher uses a history table to record consecutive address 

pairs. This table is organized as a hardware cache that maintains parent-children pair 

information, where the parent corresponds to the missed cache address and the children 

correspond to the list of addresses that followed this missed address in the past. 

Whenever a cache miss occurs, a table entry is accessed and the members of its address 

list are prefetched. This algorithm can be easily extended from the absolute domain 

(where patterns of addresses are predicted) to the differential domain (where pattern of 

strides between addresses are predicted) [28]. 

1.2.2 Limitation of Correlation-based Prefetchers 

Correlation-based prefetchers are not the only mechanisms that correlate values 

for future predictions. In fact an older more established form of correlation-based 

prediction is the dynamic branch prediction mechanism [26], where restricted kinds of 

values – condition bits – are correlated. Although similar in mechanics, these two forms 

of speculation attack diametrically opposed contexts. The responsibility of the branch 

predictor is to predict the direction of every conditional branch in the dynamic instruction 

stream. If a prediction is incorrect, a considerable number of cycles are wasted executing 

useless instructions and restoring the processor state such that the correct path can be 

executed. Subsequently, branch predictors are required to use a strict value locality model 

[24] where every branch outcome is recorded for computing future predictions. In 

contrast, prefetchers are free from architectural correctness obligations and only serve to 
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improve the overall performance. Thus, prefetchers can succeed only by intelligently 

selecting what to prefetch.  

The apparent disadvantage of the correlation-based prefetchers is that they are 

incapable in distinguishing between the repeating pattern and the random noise present in 

the reference stream. The primary cause for this drawback is adoption of the strict value 

locality model, which makes the prefetcher abide by the following philosophy: any given 

sequence of values will repeat itself. Thus, a prefetcher learns the requisite pattern on the 

first pass over the stream and accelerates the handling of the future passes if the pattern 

remains stable across the passes. However, an irregular pattern that has both repeating 

and random components can trick correlation-based designs to generate superfluous 

prefetches. These inaccurate prefetches can be problematic since it causes cache 

thrashing (eviction of useful data) and consumes bandwidth which may delay demand 

requests, both of which contribute to increased execution times. Further, with the advent 

of Chip Multi-Processor architectures [40] where the secondary-level cache and the lower 

levels of memory hierarchy components are shared, these inaccurate prefetches can have 

a more detrimental effect due to the additional strain on memory resources. 

1.3 What are Unordered Addresses in Memory Reference 
Stream? 

Generally, any recognizable regularity in data is tokenized as a pattern. Here regularity 

means that the components of the pattern follow the same “order” for different instances 

of the pattern. For example, modulating a melody (pattern) from C-major to F-major will 

not change the melody because components of the melody still follow the same order. In 
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contrast to repeating patterns, unordered addresses can be defined as sequences of values 

that recur in a random or uncorrelated fashion within a stream. The following are 

reasons why unordered addresses exist in the reference stream of an application:  

• Indirect accesses of static or dynamic arrays: To avoid the wasting of memory, many 

large scientific algorithms involve sparse matrices [2] which are generally accessed 

via indirection. Although these encodings save memory, sparse matrix code tends to 

suffer from poor memory performance due to the use of indirection. Another 

application that makes use of indirect accesses is event driven microarchitecture 

simulations, which incorporates dynamic arrays for simulating Reorder Buffers, 

Load-Store-Queues, etc. The reference stream produced by the accesses of these 

buffers is irregular and is an artifact of the workload being simulated. These indirect 

accesses can be easily predicted if they faithfully follow a pattern that remains stable 

across the whole execution of the program. However, the reference streams of the real 

world applications, involving indirections, do not always show stable repeating 

sequences and thus are corrupted by unordered addresses. 

• Transformations of linked-data-structures: Linked-data-structures (LDS) are 

dynamically allocated and managed with the help of heap allocation. Elements of the 

LDS chain contain explicit fields that name all the adjacent elements by addresses. 

This mode of connectivity allows easy construction and manipulation of data 

structures of arbitrary shapes, such as trees or graphs. Algorithms involving LDS 

chains often jump from one part of the tree or graph to another resulting in an 

irregular access pattern. Moreover, these algorithms often tend to transform LDS 

chain either by reorganizing their elements (sorting) or by continuous allocation/de-
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allocation of elements. Consequently, the access patterns generated by traversing a 

LDS chain are tainted by the presence of unordered addresses. 

• Control flow irregularities in applications: Control flow constructs in high level 

languages such as conditional statements is another source for inserting unordered 

addresses in the reference stream. The outcome of these conditional statements 

(branches) depends on the context in which they are executing and are often 

predictable. For instance, a branch may always be taken in one sharing phase and not 

taken in another. Problems arise when some branches produce patterns which 

externally do not appear regular or repetitive (e.g. a branch that tests a data element 

obtained form external input). As a result, the paths guarded by these branches will be 

executed in an unpredictable manner and the references to objects in their respective 

paths will appear as unordered addresses in the access stream. 

To get a clear picture of the unordered addresses, we provide an example in 

Figure 1-2 that includes both a repeating pattern and unordered addresses. The graphs 

present the miss access pattern of the mcf benchmark. The first graph shows the repeating 

pattern while the second and the third graphs depict the partial snapshots of the repeating 

pattern. The unordered addresses are symbolized by the crosses in grey while the dots in 

red color represent addresses that constitute a pattern in the reference stream. We will 

follow this convention in rest of the dissertation. Our convention is to use arrows to 

represent recurring distances of the repeating addresses. 
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Figure 1-2: Miss access pattern of mcf benchmark 

There are two important implications of these graphs. First, most of the addresses 

reappear by five different recurring distances: 73452, 73453, 73454, 73456 and 73457. 
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As the horizontal axes of these graphs represent “time” measured in successive missed 

references, we can safely state that components of the pattern are reappearing with the 

following frequencies: 1/73452, 1/73453, 1/73454, 1/73456 and 1/73457. Second, 

frequency variations among the reappearing addresses are due to the presence of 

unordered addresses. Thus, if there were no unordered elements present in the reference 

stream, the addresses would have reappeared with the same recurring distance. 

1.3.1 Impact of Unordered Addresses on Caches and Prefetchers   

The impact of unordered addresses on the memory hierarchy (caches) and on 

proactive management of the memory hierarchy (prefetching) is widely divergent. To 

illustrate this issue, the impact on caches and prefetching are discussed separately. 

Caches do not use speculation: data is fetched as the processor demands it. So the only 

problem that unordered address can pose is the eviction of useful data. Moreover, if size 

is not an issue, caches can acquire any reference stream – with or without irregular 

behavior. On the other hand, prefetchers use speculation, and can either predict an 

unordered address or can make predictions based on these unordered addresses, both 

resulting in ineffectual prefetches. Unlike caches, a larger table size does not affect the 

prediction accuracy of the prefetcher. Thus in order to increase the effectiveness of the 

prefetchers, we need to seek out new mechanisms that can filter the unordered addresses 

and acquire only the repeating patterns for predictions.  

One plausible solution for filtering the unordered addresses is the use of Fourier 

analysis, which can transform the address history information from the time domain to 

the frequency domain. This transformation generates spikes for frequencies with which 

the components of the pattern are reappearing in the time domain. Further, these 
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frequencies can be passed to a narrow bandpass filter that isolates parts of the time 

domain signal which gave birth to the spikes in the frequency domain. In this manner 

pattern can be isolated from the unordered addresses, as they will have none or negligible 

frequency amplitude in the frequency spectrum. Although this solution is unrealizable in 

terms of hardware implementation it motivates us to recognize that there is still room for 

improvement. We believe that there are many more ideas yet to be discovered in the field 

of data prefetching. Indeed, we introduce one such technique in the next section. 

1.4 Spectral Prediction 

The limitations of correlation-based prefetchers have lead to the following hypothesis: 

prefetchers should only acquire repeating patterns for predictions. However, this leaves 

us with two requirements. First, we must devise a simple mechanism that can isolate the 

repeating patterns from the unordered addresses. Second, the isolation mechanism should 

be dynamic (i.e. it should take into account the changing conditions at run-time) since 

addresses identified as unordered in one phase may become a part of the pattern in 

another. The observation that motivates for such a filtering mechanism is that the 

elements (addresses) of the pattern collectively reappear with the same recurring distance 

in the reference stream (as shown in Figure 1-2). Provided that the filtering mechanism 

records the position of values in the stream and has the ability to identify values that 

share the same recurring distance, patterns can be reliably detected and acquired from the 

stream. We call this kind of acquisition and subsequent prediction of patterns as spectral 

prediction. Figure 1-3 shows a simplified flow diagram governing the pattern detection 

algorithm of spectral prediction.   
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Figure 1-3: Simplified flow diagram for spectral prediction 

This algorithm assumes that the filter has two buffers. The first buffer records 

values as well as their positions in the stream while the second buffer records the recently 

observed recurring distances with which the values are reappearing in the stream. The 

algorithm also assumes that after observing a recurring distance a certain number of times 

the corresponding entry in the second buffer becomes saturated. As shown in the flow 

diagram, for a value to be validated as part of the pattern, it must arrive with a recurring 

distance that has been saturated. Since the recurring distance of a random or unordered 

value will never saturate, it will be easily discarded. 

This dissertation explores the use of spectral prediction as an augmentation to 

correlation-based prefetching. We propose two novel prefetching mechanisms that 

implement spectral prediction for pattern detection and prediction within a stream. The 

address predictor of the proposed mechanisms is based on a simple idea – predict only 
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the repeating contexts and leave the management of random noise with the demand fetch 

model.  

1.4.1 Aspects of Spectral Prediction 

To help understand the important aspects of spectral prediction we provide a 

formal definition. Spectral prediction is characterized by two properties: 

• Dynamically adjusts to the frequency of the pattern: To understand this aspect, we 

take an example of a very simple kind of pattern – sine wave. Every point in this 

wave “collectively” reappears with the same recurring distance called the wavelength. 

So a predictor based on spectral prediction will quickly recognize this fact and will 

detect all the elements of the wave as part of the pattern. Spectral prediction, as 

proposed, exploits this property – collective reappearance – for pattern detection and 

in a way tunes to the frequency (or frequencies) of the pattern. 

• Applicability to any correlation-based method: The strata required for spectral 

prediction is already present in the correlation based methods, such as ordered and 

up-to-date history. The modification required is to provide know-how for detecting 

the recurring distances with which the correlated pairs reappear in the stream. 

Therefore, spectral prediction can be applied to any correlation-based address 

prediction mechanism – absolute or differential.    

1.4.2 Implementation 

As previously noted, a spectral prediction implementation has three components. 

The first component is a pattern history buffer that records the previously seen correlated 

pairs in the reference stream. Similar to a correlation-based design, this buffer can be 
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organized as a set associative table. In addition to the correlated pairs this buffer also 

stores the position of the pair in the reference stream. The second component, the position 

counter, maintains the continuous count of the miss events. This counter provides the 

position of the pair in the stream and is used for calculating the recurring distances of the 

reappearing pairs. The final component is the recurrence distance history buffer that 

maintains the previously observed recurring distances with which the values (addresses) 

are reappearing in the stream. This buffer is used for detecting pattern in the reference 

stream.  

This dissertation proposes two prefetching architectures that implements spectral 

prediction by using the above defined components. Both these implementations prefetch 

for the lowest level data cache (in our case the L2) because modern out-of-order 

processors can tolerate L1 data cache misses with little performance degradation. Our 

first solution, the Spectral Prefetcher (SP), is an adaptive approach that detects either 

patterns of addresses (absolute patterns) or patterns of strides between the addresses 

(differential patterns) within the L2 cache miss stream. The prefetcher dynamically 

determines whether the absolute or the differential domain will increase the effectiveness 

of prefetching and switches accordingly. This first implementation acts as a proof-of-

concept and uses a rather complex algorithm for implementing spectral prediction. Our 

second solution, the Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP), detects only stride 

patterns in the global miss stream. DOSP requires significantly smaller hardware 

structures and provides better performance improvements while employing a simplified 

algorithm for implementing spectral prediction.  
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This dissertation includes a simulation-driven performance evaluation of SP and 

DOSP. The baseline for this evaluation is an aggressive 8-wide superscalar processor 

with larger caches and a larger branch predictor. Despite high baseline performance, 

these implementations of spectral prediction achieve 4% to 400% speedup on memory 

intensive benchmarks. Additionally, using a set of co-scheduled pairs of benchmarks on a 

dual-core CMP, we show that a 16KB on chip implementation of DOSP provides an 

average throughput improvement of 10% and at best 86%. Performance improves as both 

SP and DOSP successfully reduce the average load latency in these programs.  

1.5 Dissertation Contributions and Outline 

This dissertation’s thesis comprises of the following two assertions: 

• Spectral prediction is a good method for increasing the effectiveness of 

correlated prefetchers. 

• Spectral prefetchers are good instantiations of spectral prediction that 

maintain accurate identification of a pattern by adjusting to its frequency.  

In this dissertation I make the following contributions: 

• I introduce and define spectral prediction. 

• I introduce and describe two forms of Spectral prefetchers, implementation of 

spectral prediction. 

• I present an empirical evaluation of Spectral prefetchers in support of my thesis.   
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The remainder of this dissertation is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 2, we 

describe our experimental framework. In Chapter 3, we present an empirical analysis of 

the spectral prediction with the help of probabilistic autocorrelation technique. Chapter 4 

presents the first instantiation of spectral prediction: Spectral prefetcher (SP) while 

Chapter 5 presents the second instantiation of the spectral prediction: Differential-only 

Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP). This chapter contains an empirical, simulation-driven 

evaluation of DOSP. In this chapter, we also discuss the limitations of the SP. In Chapter 

6 we discuss the related work which is followed by conclusion in Chapter 7.  
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Chapter 2     Methodology 

In this chapter, we explain the general methodology we use to obtain our experimental 

results. Later sections will go into more detail where appropriate. There are two main 

types of results that we gather: instructions-per-cycle (IPC) and metrics measuring the 

“goodness” of the prefetcher. We gather these statistics in context of an out-of-order 

simulator, described in the next section. Then in Section 2.2 we describe our suite of 

benchmarks and present some of their execution characteristics. Finally, in Section 2.3, 

we provide a brief review of two implemented correlation-based prefetchers that we used 

in this dissertation for comparing with our schemes. 

2.1 Simulation Environment 

The simulator used in this thesis is comprised of two different simulators: functional and 

timing simulator. Both of these simulators are written in C++, using several components 

from the publicly available Simplescalar toolset [4].  These simulators interpret an 

instruction set derived from the MIPS-1 ISA [21]. The fast functional simulator reads and 

executes the instructions from the program binary, without modeling any 

microarchitectural details and execution times. The primary utility of the functional 

simulator is to verify the timing simulator on-the-fly and for skipping the initial parts of 
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the benchmarks. On the other hand, timing simulator models the microarchitectural 

behavior of an out-of-order processor at the cycle-by-cycle level. In this section, we 

present the microarchitectural details of our timing simulator as well as the basic 

prefetching environment assumed for the prefetcher implementation. In addition, we 

briefly discuss how we calculate the performance metrics.   

2.1.1 Microarchitectural Details 

The timing simulator models an execution driven dual-core Chip Multiprocessor 

that executes only the user level instructions. Each core is an out-of-order superscalar 

processor that resembles a popular microarchitectural style – physical register file – used 

by the MIPS R10000 [42] and Pentium 4 [16]. In this style, a centralized register file is 

used for all the register state – speculative and non-speculative – and the values are 

referred by a physical register number. Some important characteristics of the timing 

simulator include:  

• The simulator models the base pipeline faithfully i.e. the micro-operations (Fetch, 

Decode, Rename etc.) are not faked rather they are performed in the appropriate 

pipeline-stages. 

• The simulator is execution-driven and moves down any speculative path until the 

miss-prediction is detected. In case of miss-prediction, recovery is performed by 

flushing the pipeline.  

• The execution model of the pipeline and the memory system are event-driven. A 

central data structure is used to maintain an event list consisting of events that are 

scheduled for the future execution in simulation time. Our simulator does not perform 

an action for every cycle rather it invokes an action for a module at the scheduled 
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time. Similarly, an event list is maintained for memory system events that invokes 

actions – writing requested cache lines, allocation/deallocation of miss-status 

handling registers (MSHR) etc. at the proper time.  

 
Figure 2-1: Microarchitecture modeled for each core 

The pipeline and the microarchitecture of the single core are shown in Figure 2-1. 

Each core has a private L1 instruction and data caches while the L2 and all lower levels 

of memory hierarchy are shared between the two cores (not shown).  The pipeline 

consists of seven stages: Fetch, Dispatch, Register Read, Issue, Execute, Writeback and 

Retire. All stages except the execute stage are a single cycle in length. The execute stage 

is of variable length, depending upon the latency of the executing instruction. Next, we 

describe the various microarchitectural operations performed for processing an 

instruction. 
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The instruction fetch stage reads instruction(s) from the instruction cache. The 

maximum number of instructions brought into the processor per cycle is a configurable 

parameter. The fetch unit also uses branch prediction to fetch across control transfer 

instructions. The instructions are read from the fetch queue during the instruction 

dispatch stage. This stage decodes the instruction and renames their operands; it also 

allocates entries for the instructions in the Reorder Buffer and the Issue Queue. In the 

Register Read stage, the register operand values are read from the register file depending 

upon the architectural map table or the rename map table, which ever contains the latest 

mapping of the register. If an operand value is not ready, a tag (ROB index) identifying 

its producer is stored in the corresponding entry of the instruction queue. Whenever the 

producer instruction completes, the corresponding tag and value are broadcast to the 

wakeup-select logic, which awakes the waiting instruction(s). The issue stage selects and 

dispatches the ready instructions from the issue queue to the functional units for 

execution. For load instructions, the dispatching (accessing of the data cache) takes place 

only when there are no pending store instructions with unknown address. If a load 

address matches the address of a store ahead in the pipeline, the value is forwarded. After 

an instruction completes its execution, its results are written to the register file and the 

corresponding ROB entry is broadcast into the wakeup-select logic. Finally, the 

retirement takes place when the instruction reaches at the ROB head and the architectural 

state of the machine (architectural map table and memory) are updated.   

The configuration of the performance simulator is detailed in two tables. Table 

2-1 shows the pipeline characterstics while Table 2-2 shows the branch predictor and 
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memory hierarchy parameters. The base configuration of each core is an aggressive, 8-

wide processor with large caches and branch predictor tables. 

Table 2-1: Pipelining and scheduler configuration of each core 
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Table 2-2: Branch predictor and memory hierarchy of the simulator 

 

2.1.2 Prefetching Environment and Architectural Modification  

Our proposed framework assumes that the prefetching methods inspect the L2 

miss stream and prefetch directly into the L2 cache, as shown in Figure 2-2. We prefer 

the prefetcher to be an integral part of the memory hierarchy (i.e. on-chip) rather than as a 

part of memory controller (i.e. off-chip). Placing the prefetcher on-chip is preferred 

because it provides ready access to the L2 cache and to the L2 MSHR. In our simulation 

environment, before issuing a prefetch to memory, both the L2 cache tag array and 

MSHR are probed to see if the prefetch address is present in the cache or currently in 

flight. If the address is found, the prefetch request is dropped. We also ensure that the 
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MSHRs are shared between L2 prefetch and demand requests. If in the process of issuing 

a prefetch request no free MSHR is available, the prefetch request is squashed. Once a 

prefetch is issued, a MSHR is allocated to bring the corresponding cache line into the L2 

cache. In the event that a demand request encounters an in flight prefetch request (i.e. 

when there is a tag hit in the MSHR but the line is not present in the cache) for the same 

cache line address, the demand request waits until the cache line is written into the L2 

cache. 

 
Figure 2-2:  Proposed prefetching microarchitecture 

In order to maintain the “natural” L2 demand miss stream, we propose one-bit 

prefetch flags be added to the L2 cache lines and L2 MSHRs. This is done to distinguish 

between a demand requests and a prefetch requests. When a prefetch request is issued, 

the prefetch flag of the allocated MSHR is set. Similarly, when a prefetched line is 

written into the L2 cache, its prefetch flag is set. Whenever the demand request either hits 

on a prefetched line or has a partial-hit on an L2 MSHRs allocated by a prefetch request, 

the flag is cleared and the address is sent to the prefetching hardware as if it were an L2 

cache miss.    
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2.1.3 Performance Metrics Calculation 

As previously mentioned, we present two main types of results: IPC and 

prefetching metrics. For IPC measurements, we measure the number of cycles and 

instructions executed for a particular benchmark. We then divide the number of retired 

instructions by the number of executed cycles.  In chapter 4 and 5, we typically use the 

average IPC for providing limit study analysis results. We calculate average IPC by 

taking the harmonic mean of the individual IPCs of all the benchmarks.  

We also provide results for three important metrics traditionally used for 

comparing prefetchers: coverage, accuracy and timeliness. Here coverage indicates the 

fraction of memory requests that were supplied by the prefetcher while accuracy indicates 

the fraction of prefetched cache line that were actually used by the processor [18]. The 

coverage and accuracy results were calculated using the following formulae:  

=eragecov  
gprefetchinwithoutmisses

gprefetchinwithmissesgprefetchinwithoutmisses −  

generatedprefetchesofnumber
gprefetchinwithmissesgprefetchinwithoutmissesaccuracy −

=  

When calculating the performance results, coverage and accuracy are not adequate 

metrics since they do not provide any information about the criticality of the load misses 

being masked by the prefetchers. As a result, we also provide results for timeliness, 

which indicates if the data provided by the prefetcher arrives before it is needed. Since 

there is no definite procedure for measuring timeliness, we define our own method, 

where demand requests served by the prefetcher are broadly categorized into three 

categories. We call prefetch requests as timely if they are present in the cache while 

serving the demand requests or serve demand requests within a quarter of memory 
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latency. Demand requests serviced within half of the memory latency are called 

acceptable and finally all others are termed as poor.   

2.2 Benchmark Programs 

The benchmark set that we use in this thesis consists of 10 programs: 5 SPEC CPU2000 

integer programs [38], 4 SPEC CPU2000 floating-point programs and a micro-

benchmark from the pointer intensive Olden suite [5]. All SPEC benchmarks use the 

reference input sets while the micro-benchmark uses a synthetic input. Since the micro-

benchmark – mst – is not as well known as those in SPEC benchmark suite, we describe 

it further here. Mst computes the minimum spanning tree of the a random graph. It has a 

single dominant computational loop that iterates over the unattached nodes and finds the 

node with the shortest edge to one of the nodes already present in the graph. Finally, the 

selected node is attached to the graph. 

All C benchmarks were compiled using the (gcc-based version 2.6.3) simplescalar 

compiler with the following optimization flags: -O3, –funroll-loops and -finline-

functions.   The FORTRAN benchmarks were first converted to C using the f2c program 

and then compiled using the simplescalar compiler. In the interest of reduced simulation 

time, we simulate 100 million instructions for each SPEC program, skipping to the first 

SimPoint [36]. For mst 100 million instructions are skipped and then the next 100 million 

instructions are executed. We also present results for a dual-core CMP that enable L2 

cache prefetching. For these experiments, program pairs are co-scheduled to run on 

separate CMP cores and each pair is skipped to the first SimPoint (except mst). The 
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program pairs are executed for 100 million core cycles, and hence, the benchmark with 

the higher IPC will execute more instructions  

Table 2-3: Functional benchmark characterization 

Benchmarks Base IPC

ammp

mcf

mgrid

mst

swim

0.04

0.12

0.89

0.43

0.52

Branch 
Prediction Rate

99.83%

95.57%

99.12%

99.73%

99.68%

L2 Cache 
Misses
99.99%

52.45%

60.14%

61.63%

46.70%

IPC with 
Oracle L2

0.39

0.37

2.69

1.56

2.26

Compute Intensive Benchmarks

Memory Intensive Benchmarks

Benchmarks Base IPC

art

gcc

parser

twolf

vpr

0.79

1.45

1.17

1.19

1.41

Branch 
Prediction Rate

99.43%

95.18%

95.71%

90.52%

93.20%

L2 Cache 
Misses
0.00%

0.02%

7.81%

0.01%

0.00%

IPC with 
Oracle L2

0.79

1.58

1.45

1.24

1.47
  

In Table 2-3, we present four baseline results for each benchmark to show their 

relative characteristics. These results are branch prediction rate, L2 cache miss rate, base 

IPC and IPC improvement with an oracle L2 cache. These results were obtained using the 

baseline processor described in this chapter with the configuration shown in Table 2-1 

and Table 2-2. As shown, the benchmarks fall into two categories. At one extreme, 

ammp, mcf, mgrid, mst and swim spend a significant fraction of their execution times 
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waiting for memory requests. We classify these benchmarks as memory intensive.  At the 

other extreme, art, gcc, parser, twolf and vpr rarely stall on memory requests since their 

working sets completely fit in the L2 cache of our simulation environment. These 

benchmarks are classified as compute intensive.  The selection of these benchmarks allow 

us to study three different scenarios for CMP architectures that enable L2 cache 

prefetching: i) when two memory intensive benchmarks are co-scheduled, ii) when a 

memory intensive is co-scheduled with a compute intensive, and iii) when a pair of 

compute intensive benchmarks are co-scheduled. These scenarios provide insight into the 

varying impact a prefetcher can have in a CMP environment.  For example, a prefetcher 

may degrade the performance of co-scheduled compute intensive benchmarks by 

disturbing cache locality while an aggressive prefetching mechanism may help a pair of 

memory-intensive benchmarks. In Chapter 5, we show that an accurate prefetching 

mechanism can improve performance in majority of these scenarios. 

2.3 Prior Correlation-based Prefetching Mechanisms 

There are countless proposals for hardware and software data prefetching. We will briefly 

describe some of them in Chapter 6. In this section we will focus on recently proposed 

prefetching architectures that we compare against our implementations. 

2.3.1 Prefetching with a Global History Buffer 

Most correlated prefetchers use a set associative prefetch history table that is 

directly accessed using an index value. In Global History Buffer (GHB) based prefetchers 

[28], however, the history is held in an n-entry FIFO table called the Global History 

Buffer. Figure 2-3 depicts the structure of a GHB based prefetcher where the table holds 
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the most recent L2 cache line miss addresses. Each entry of the GHB also stores a link 

pointer to maintain a time-ordered linked list of previous entries with the same index key. 

The Index Table holds the head pointer to these linked lists and is accessed via some key. 

Depending on the key that is used, many prefetching algorithms can be implemented. 
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Figure 2-3: Global History Buffer implementing Differential Markov 

Figure 2-3 also shows an example of Differential Markov or Distance Prefetching 

[28] algorithm using a GHB.  The Index Table is accessed via a stride between two 

consecutive cache line addresses.  This in turn points to the most recent occurrence of the 

address that generated the same stride.  As shown in Figure 2-3, strides are extracted by 

finding the differences between the addresses – the strides themselves are not stored. In 

this dissertation, we present results for GHB Differential Markov width-prefetching and 

GHB Differential Markov depth-prefetching. In width prefetching, the strides adjacent to 

each linked list element are separately added to the miss address to generate multiple 
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prefetch addresses. For depth prefetching, addresses are generated by cumulatively 

adding strides to the miss address beginning with the head of the linked list and 

progressing sequentially toward the head of the GHB. 

2.3.2 Tag Correlating Prefetcher 

 
Figure 2-4: Structure of Tag Correlating Prefetcher 

Tag Correlating Prefetcher (TCP) [15] predicts the pattern of tags for a given 

cache set. Figure 2-4 depicts the structure of TCP. It is organized as a two-level 

correlating prefetcher where the first level table contains the last observed miss tags of 

the same cache set. These tags are combined together with the current miss tag and cache 

set to access the second level table. The second level table in turn provides the next 

predicted tag, which is combined with cache set to generate a prefetch address.   
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Chapter 3   Miss Spectrum Analysis 

In Chapter 1, we advocated the use of spectral prediction as a new paradigm for 

improving the effectiveness of prefetching. Before we can discuss the methods for 

implementing spectral prediction, we need to develop a better understanding of the 

reference behavior of applications. We should be aware of various characteristics – such 

as the presence of pattern(s) in the reference stream, or the occurrence of random 

addresses and their potential effects on the repeating patterns. Only after gaining such an 

understanding, we will be able to design an effective implementation.  

To achieve this goal, we need to identify pattern characteristics within the 

reference streams of various applications However, this leaves us with the dilemma as to 

what sort of analysis should be conducted. Fortunately, there are several data analysis 

techniques [7, 13] that can be used for revealing the nature of the reference streams. In 

this chapter, we use one such technique – probabilistic autocorrelation – to detect and 

uncover the underlying patterns present in the reference stream. We begin by first briefly 

describing autocorrelation providing the mathematical background with the help of few 

examples. Then in section 3.2 and 3.3, we will discuss the autocorrelation plots for the 

reference stream of benchmarks that are used in this thesis. After gaining insight from the 
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autocorrelation plots, we present arguments for the predictor working in both the absolute 

and differential domains.   

3.1 Autocorrelation: A Spectral Method for Detecting 
Patterns  

 Autocorrelation plots are a commonly used tool for checking randomness in a data set. 

This randomness is ascertained by computing autocorrelation coefficients for data values 

at varying time lags. Here lag is a fixed time displacement. For example, we can calculate 

autocorrelation coefficient between the values of same data set at times i and i + k, where 

k is called the lag. If the data set is random, autocorrelation coefficients should be near 

zero for any and all time-lag separations. If non-random, then one or more of the 

coefficients will be significantly non-zero.  

For completeness, there is need for an in depth review of the mathematics and 

techniques associated with autocorrelation. In the next sub-sections, we present the 

mathematical background as well as the properties of the autocorrelation coefficients.  

3.1.1 Mathematical Background  

The autocorrelation coefficient can be thought of as a measure of how similar a data set is 

to a time shifted version of itself. The formula for calculating autocorrelation coefficient 

kr  for any data set Y is:  
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Here N is the size and yµ  is the mean of the data set Y = y1, y2, y3… yN while k is the 

amount the data set has been shifted, usually referred to as lag. The values of the 

coefficients lie between -1 and 1, exclusively. A high absolute value of coefficient at a 

given lag indicates a close relationship while a low value indicates a less definite 

relationship.  

 Another useful way of representing the autocorrelation coefficient formula is in 

terms of the expected value. In probability theory, the expected value is the sum of the 

probability of each possible outcome multiplied by its value: it represents the average 

amount one “expects” to win per bet if bets with identical odds are repeated many times. 

In terms of data set where each element appears with the same probability, we can safely 

say that the expected value will be equal to the mean of the data set. The autocorrelation 

coefficient in terms of expected value can be written as: 
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Here the  symbol represents the expectation operator and yµ  is the mean of the data 

set Y.  The data set kY  is obtained by time shifting the original data set by a lag of k. We 

also assume that the original data set is so large that creating a new data set by shifting 

with a given lag does not change its mean. Equation 3.2 can be further reduced as 

following: 
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 A reader familiar with statistical theory can quickly recognize that autocorrelation 

coefficient, as defined in equation 3.3, represents autocovariance ( 2
ykYY µ− ) when 

normalized by variance ( 22
yY µ− ). We will use this equation in explaining some of 

the properties associated with autocorrelation in the next sub-section.  

3.1.2 Behavior of the Autocorrelation Coefficients 

In order to understand the behavior of autocorrelation coefficients, we constructed three 

different synthetic data sets, where each represents three different scenarios. Our 

approach is to first mathematically prove the behavior of the coefficients in each scenario 

and then visualize the proof with the help of an autocorrelation plot. The tool used for 

calculating the coefficients was written in C++ and is based on equation 3.1. The three 

different scenarios are discussed as follows: 

• Autocorrelation coefficients are near zero for a random data set (white noise): To 

prove this argument we will make use of the equation 3.3. Since the data set is 

random, the elements separated by a lag of k will be uncorrelated. We can write the 

equation 3.3 as following: 
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The above result suggests that for a random data set autocorrelation coefficients 

should be near zero for any and all time-lag separations. In order to confirm this 

proof, we generated a random data set using the lrand48 C utility and then calculated 

the autocorrelation coefficients using our tool. The results of this experiment are 

shown in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1: Autocorrelation plot for a random data set 

• One or more autocorrelation coefficients have a high absolute value for a data set 

that has explicit presence of repeating patterns:  To prove this argument, let us 

assume that data set kY , which is obtained by time shifting the original data set by a 

lag of k, is an exact replica of Y. We will further assume that the data sets are so large 

that they still have the same average value. For this scenario, we can write the 

equation 3.3 as follows: 
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As shown, the above result confirms the autocorrelation coefficient for a repeating 

pattern will have an absolute non-zero value. For this scenario, we constructed a 

building block data set with a period (recurring distance) of 4, i.e, Y = 3, 7, 13, 19, 3, 

7, 13, 19 … (length 1024). Figure 3-2 shows a spike at a lag of 4, followed by several 

spikes that are the harmonics of initial spike. 
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Figure 3-2: Autocorrelation plot for a data set with repeating pattern 

• Coefficients have a high absolute value even for the differential pattern hidden in the 

original data sets: To prove this argument we will make of use of equation 3.2. We 

assume that the produced data set kY  is equivalent to the data set Y + x, where x is a 

constant offset which we referred to as the stride. Now we use equation 3.2 to prove 

the above argument: 
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The above computation proves that autocorrelation has the ability to detect even the 

differential pattern present in the data set. For this scenario, we constructed a data set 

of period of 3, i.e, Y = 2039, 4093, 8191, 2040, 4094, 8192, 2041, 4095, 8193 … 

(length 1024). Figure 3-3 shows spikes at lags that are multiple of 3 which confirms 

the above argument.   
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Figure 3-3: Autocorrelation plot for a data set with differential pattern 

3.2 Autocorrelation Plots for Memory Intensive Benchmarks  

In this section, we present the autocorrelation plots for our memory intensive 

benchmarks: ammp, mcf, mgrid, mst and swim. As we are interested in designing 

prefetchers that specifically prefetch from main memory, we generated plots only for the 

L2 miss stream of every benchmark. The miss streams were collected with the help of our 

simulator described in Chapter 2. The plots provide answers to the questions such as: Are 

there any patterns in the miss streams? What are the benchmarks that are marred with 

unordered addresses in their respective miss streams? etc. In addition to the 

characteristics of the pattern, autocorrelation also provides a rough estimate of the space 

requirements for detecting the pattern. For example, if the plot suggest that the elements 

of the pattern are recurring with a distance x than we need at least an x entry history table 

to faithfully detect the pattern.  
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While autocorrelation plots allow us to characterize the patterns, it fails in 

categorizing the patterns as absolute or differential. Answers to the question of the form –

does the high absolute value of autocorrelation coefficient represent the absolute pattern 

or a hidden differential pattern? – are not available. To answer this question, we 

investigate both domains for the pattern suggested by the autocorrelation coefficients. We 

follow the methodology of first presenting the autocorrelation plots, and then present 

graphs reflecting patterns as recommended by the plots. Since the phenomenon we are 

analyzing depends on the properties of the workloads, it is reasonable to couple the 

workloads that reflect the similar kind of behavior into one sub-section. Thus, we first 

present pattern characterization of the workloads that have only ordered addresses in their 

reference stream and then we discuss the workloads that have both ordered and unordered 

addresses. 

3.2.1 Applications with Ordered Addresses in their Reference 
Stream 

We begin by presenting the set of autocorrelation plots for ammp and mgrid. These are 

the benchmarks that exhibit regularity in their miss stream and are highly predictable. 

Figure 3-4(a) shows the autocorrelation plot of the ammp benchmark. The plot contains 

isolated spikes and indicates predictable behavior in the stream. It can be seen that there 

is a spike at lag of 9589, followed by several smaller spikes that are harmonics of this 

initial spike. This implies that there exist a relationship between points separated by this 

many miss events. The results of the autocorrelation plot can be confirmed from Figure 

3-4(b), where a snapshot of the miss stream of ammp benchmark is shown. There is a 

clear pattern that reappears by the same number of miss events.  
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(a) (b)

Lag = 9589
Lag = 9589 Lag = 9589

 
Figure 3-4: Autocorrelation plot and the underlying pattern of ammp benchmark 

A closer look at Figure 3-4(b) shows that there exists a linearly increasing line in 

the repeating pattern. However, the autocorrelation plot does not show a high absolute 

value at lag of 1 (or 2, 3 etc.), corresponding to a constant stride in the differential 

domain. The reason for this contrary behavior is that one of the addresses (shown in 

dotted circle) is very large compared to other addresses and makes the variance 

significantly larger than the autocovariance for all the lags except the lag of 9589 (and 

multiples of 9589). Overall, we can conclude that there exist repeating patterns in the 

miss stream of ammp benchmark that reappear by the following recurring distances: 9589 

in the absolute domain and 1 in the differential domain.  

Similarly, an autocorrelation plot for mgrid benchmark is presented in Figure 

3-5(a). In this plot, we see different levels of correlation – lag multiples of 6 in the range 

of 0.4 to 0.6 and lag multiples of 2 and 3 near 0.2 to 0.4 ranges. These results are 

counterintuitive since the actual pattern within the miss stream exists only at lags of 2 and 

3. High correlation at a lag of 6 is an artifact of the constructive interaction of the 
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harmonics of lags 2 and 3. The existence of the patterns at 2 and 3 can be confirmed by 

looking at Figure 3-5(b) and(c). Although the absolute domain is being sampled these 

correlations correspond to the differential domain. It can be seen that there is no 

recurrence in the absolute domain, but it is obvious that the patterns exits in the 

differential domain where the elements of the pattern reappear by a recurring distance of 

2 and 3, respectively. 

 
Figure 3-5: Autocorrelation plot and the underlying patterns of the mgrid benchmark 
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3.2.2 Applications with both – Ordered and Unordered Addresses 

 
Figure 3-6: Autocorrelation plot for the mcf benchmark 

Here we will discuss applications that have both ordered and unordered elements present 

in their reference streams. The first of this kind is mcf whose autocorrelation plot is 

shown in Figure 3-6. It can be seen that there is a spike in the plot around a lag of 73462, 

followed by several smaller spikes that are the harmonic of this initial spike. Indeed, the 

amplitude of this spike is small which corresponds to weak correlation, but this also 

implies that there exist some kind of relationship between points separated by this many 

events. There are two important implications of this plot. First, the spike in Figure 3-6 is 

not isolated – there is a ramp up to and from the lag of 73462 in the plot which conveys 

the presence of unordered addresses in the stream. The unordered addresses are primarily 

present due to the LDS transformation that happens all the time in the execution of mcf. 

Second, we more or less need a 73462 entry table to acquire the patterns present in this 

stream. The above implications can be confirmed from Figure 1-2 in Chapter 1 (for 
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brevity we do not reproduce the figure), where it was shown that the elements of the 

pattern reappear roughly with the ~73462 recurring distance in the absolute domain.  

(a)

(b) (c)

Lag = 9

Lag = 6

 
Figure 3-7: Autocorrelation plot and the underlying patterns for swim benchmark 

 The second application that shows both ordered and unordered elements in its 

reference stream is swim. Figure 3-7(a) shows the autocorrelation plot of the swim 

benchmark. As shown, the plot contains many sharp spikes and is definitely not a flat 

line. This conveys important information: first, there is a lack of isolated spikes that 

indicates the presence of unordered addresses and second, there are many patterns present 

in the reference stream of the swim benchmark. To check the authenticity of the 

autocorrelation coefficients, we looked into the miss stream and founded that the spikes 
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were caused by purely differential patterns and there was negligible recurrence in the 

absolute domain. Two of the major patterns that we observed in the differential domain 

are presented in the Figure 3-7(b) and (c). As can be seen, the elements of the pattern 

reappear by a recurring distance of 9 and 6, respectively. Furthermore, we also observed 

that some patterns were present in the company of unordered elements. An example of 

one such pattern is shown in Figure 3-8, where the presence of the unordered addresses 

changes the actual lag of the pattern from 10 to 20.     
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Figure 3-8: Pattern with a company of unordered addresses in the miss stream of swim  

Although, mcf and swim illustrate patterns in their miss streams, there are 

applications like mst which exhibit a negligible amount of repeating patterns in both the 

absolute and differential domains. Figure 3-9(a) shows the autocorrelation plot of the mst 

benchmark. As shown, the plot contains no spikes or harmonics suggesting pattern and 

for most of the time lag separations coefficients are near to zero. There is a weak 

indication for the strided patterns since the plot shows few spikes near the lag of zero. 
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This can be confirmed from Figure 3-9(b), which shows the presence of a linearly 

increasing line in the miss stream. 

(a) (b)  
Figure 3-9: Autocorrelation plot and the underlying pattern for mst benchmark 

However, the pattern shown in Figure 3-9(b) consists of less than 10% of the 

entire miss stream. The other 90% is comprised of the pattern shown in Figure 3-10(a). 

This pattern seems to be highly repetitive but is primarily composed of unordered 

addresses. The presence of unordered elements can be confirmed from Figure 3-10(b) 

and (c) where the snapshots of the original pattern are shown. These snapshots represent 

the misses enclosed by the dotted circle in Figure 3-10(a). As can be seen, no single 

datum reappears in the absolute or differential domain and thus confirms the insinuations 

of the autocorrelation plot.  This suggest that the reference stream of mst is random and 

history based prefetchers will be ineffective in enhancing the performance of this 

benchmark. Moreover, care should be taken to design a prefetcher that avoids detecting 

these false patterns present among these set of benchmarks.     
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Figure 3-10: Pattern showing unordered addresses in mst benchmark 
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3.3 Autocorrelation Plots for Compute Intensive Benchmarks  

In this section, we present the autocorrelation plots for our compute intensive 

benchmarks: art, gcc, parser, twolf, and vpr. Since these benchmarks exhibit negligible 

amount of cache misses for a 2 MB L2, we produced a miss stream for a 1 MB L2.  The 

produced stream was then used for generating autocorrelation plots. The insights gained 

in this section will help us understand the properties of the compute intensive 

benchmarks. 

(a)

(b) (c)  
Figure 3-11: Autocorrelation plot for (a) gcc, (b) art, and (c) parser 
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Figure 3-11 shows the autocorrelation plots for gcc, art, and parser (Figure 3-11 

(a), (b), and (c), respectively). There is a lack of isolated spikes that indicates the 

presence of unordered addresses in the reference stream of these benchmarks. For all 

these benchmarks, there is a strong indication for the strided patterns since the plots show 

spikes near the lag of zero. As a result, we can safely state that these benchmarks are 

predictable but have a smaller presence of unordered addresses. 

 

Figure 3-12: Autocorrelation plot for (a) twolf and (b) vpr 

Figure 3-12 shows the autocorrelation plots for twolf, and vpr (Figure 3-12 (a), 

and (b), respectively). Similar to mst, vpr exhibit a negligible amount of repeating 

patterns in both the absolute and differential domains. Although autocorrelation plot of 

twolf exhibit spikes, the miss stream showed a very small percentage of repeating 

patterns. In our perspective, both of these benchmarks have significant amount of 

unordered addresses in their respective miss stream and thus are hard to predict.  
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3.4 Absolute vs. Differential Domain: A case study 

In the previous sections we discussed and analyzed various miss characteristics of the 

different benchmarks. In this section, we make use of the insights that we gain from the 

autocorrelation experiments to make an argument for a prefetcher working in the 

differential domain. We refer to pattern of values as absolute patterns and pattern of 

stride between the values as differential pattern.  

Detecting patterns in the differential domain is profitable in more ways than in the 

absolute domain. First, one differential correlation can represent many absolute value 

correlations and thus reduces storage requirements of the predictor.  This can be observed 

from miss characteristics of ammp benchmark (as shown in Figure 3-4) where pattern 

reappears by a lag of 9589 in the absolute domain and by a lag of 1 in the differential 

domain. Second, a predictor working in the differential domain will further require less 

storage, since differences in values (strides) are generally smaller than the absolute 

values. Therefore stride values present in the differential domain acts like a crude form of 

compression for the absolute values. Third, the value stream that shows negligible 

recurrence in the absolute domain often exhibit hidden stride patterns in the differential 

domain. This is evident from the miss characteristics of benchmarks mgrid and swim 

(Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-7) where no patterns were observed in the absolute domain and 

high recurrence was exposed in the differential domain. Finally, not only the hidden 

differential patterns are revealed in the differential domain, but the original absolute 

patterns still exist in the differential domain.  
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However, differential domain has one shortcoming – the number of unordered 

elements increase in the differential domain. For example consider the address and stride 

stream below: 

Addresses: A, B, C, D, R, A, B, C, D … 

Strides:        a, b, c, r’, r’’, a, b, c …  

Here A, B, C… are the missed addresses and a, b, c… are the strides between the missed 

addresses. The example pattern is recurring with a lag of 5 in both the absolute and 

differential domain, and the unordered address R in the absolute domain gets mapped to 

r’ and r’’ in the differential domain. Thus the increase in the number of unordered 

elements for the differential domain can be formulated as: k * (n1 + n2 + n3 + …) + k, 

where k is the number of bursts of unordered addresses and n1, n2, n3 … are the sizes of 

the bursts, respectively. The implication of this phenomenon is that the address predictor 

working in the differential domain will have a lower accuracy than the predictor working 

in the absolute domain. Although differential domain has this problem, we will show in 

Chapter 5 that prefetcher using spectral prediction can be very effective in the differential 

domain.   

3.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we discussed and analyzed various miss characteristics of different 

benchmarks. We used probabilistic autocorrelation to detect and uncover the underlying 

patterns present in the reference stream. The autocorrelation results not only suggest the 

existence of periodic data misses in the reference stream but also show that unordered 
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addresses are very pervasive and are present in the access stream of most of the 

applications. The miss patters as suggested by the autocorrelation plots can be classified 

into three broad categories: highly predictable (ammp, and mgrid), predictable (art, gcc, 

parser, and swim), and hard to predict (mcf, mst, twolf, and vpr). Here, highly predictable 

corresponds to applications that exhibit regular patterns in their respective reference 

stream while predictable corresponds to applications that show a small presence of 

unordered addresses in their reference stream. The hard to predict are the ones whose 

reference stream has significant amount of unordered addresses.  

Apart from discussing the individual pattern characteristics, the other 

contributions of the chapter include the following: 

• We provided a mathematical background for analyzing the autocorrelation plots. 

• We presented the advantages of the differential domain over the absolute domain.  
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Chapter 4   Spectral Prediction via Spectral 
Prefetcher 

Spectral Prefetcher (SP) is our first proposed implementation of spectral prediction. The 

property that separates SP from other correlation-based prefetcher is its mechanism for 

detecting the patterns in the reference stream. A description of how this property is 

implemented in the design of SP covers the large portion of this chapter. SP, as proposed, 

divides the memory address space into Tag Concentration Zones (TCzones) and detects 

either the pattern of tags (higher order bits) or the pattern of strides (differences between 

the consecutive tags) within each TCzone. The prefetcher dynamically determines 

whether the pattern of tags or strides will increase the effectiveness of prefetching and 

switches accordingly.  

We begin with a brief overview of SP where we identify its components and 

describe their working. Then in Section 4.2 we explain the operations of the prefetcher 

with the help of an example. Section 4.3 discusses the issues, such as “How to increase 

the timeliness of the prefetches generated by SP?” and “When and where SP fails in 

acquiring the patterns?” Here we also provide the solutions for these issues. In section 

4.4, we do a sensitivity analysis to identify efficient configuration of various component 
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of the prefetcher. In Section 4.5 we experimentally evaluate SP. And, finally, we 

summarize this chapter and provide conclusions in Section 4.6.  

4.1 Overview of the Spectral Prefetcher 

 
Figure 4-1: An abstract structure of the SP 

In this section we will provide a brief overview of the Spectral Prefetcher (SP) and 

describe its components. Figure 4-1 depicts the abstract structure of SP. As shown, SP 

have two key components: analyzer and correlator. Analyzer encapsulates the pattern 

history buffer and recurrence distance history buffer, explained in Chapter 1, and detects 

pattern embedded in the miss stream. It also passes the pattern to the correlator which 

provides future predictions for prefetching. 

4.1.1 Components of the Analyzer 

 
Figure 4-2: Structure of the analyzer 
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Figure 4-2 shows the structure of the analyzer. The function of the analyzer is to 

detect patterns by tracking the recurring distances of the missed addresses. To help with 

the rest of the chapter, we first discuss the components of the analyzer that are described 

as follows:  

• Analyzer Table: This table is analogous to the pattern history buffer and maintains 

arrival records of the addresses observed in the miss stream. This is a set associative 

table whose index is generated by the previously observed address sequence. Each 

entry of the analyzer table has 5 fields. The first two fields store the correlated pair 

i.e. the hashed history and the missed address. The record of the recurring distances is 

kept in the lag field while the time field maintains the last time the corresponding pair 

was seen in the miss stream. The conf bit maintains whether the corresponding entry 

is a part of the pattern or not. 

• Global Counter: Global Counter (GC) is analogous to the position counter described 

in Chapter 1. It is a continuous counter of miss events. During allocation of an entry 

in the analyzer table, the GC value is recorded in the time field. Whenever the 

reappearance of the correlated pair is detected, GC is used to calculate the recurring 

distance using the previously stored time value.    

• Max Counter:  Max Counter (MC) controls the sample size the analyzer can observe 

for pattern detection. When GC becomes equal to MC, analyzer stops the analysis and 

passes the pattern to the correlator. 

• Lag Counter Table: Lag Counter Table (LCT) is analogous to recurrence distance 

history buffer and is used for maintaining information on how many correlated pairs 
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share the same recurring distance. LCT, as proposed, is a k-entry fully-associative 

cache-like structure in the analyzer. Each entry of LCT has two fields: lag and 

saturation-counter. The first field maintains a record of the recurring distance (or lag) 

by which the correlated pairs arrive in the miss stream. The second field maintains the 

number of pairs observed in the miss stream associated with that lag. If the saturation 

counter becomes equal to a given threshold value, the controlling logic assumes a 

pattern is detected. 

The history register stores the last observed missed addresses in the stream. 

4.1.2 Components of the Correlator 

 
Figure 4-3: Structure of the correlator 

Figure 4-3 shows the structure of the correlator. As shown, there are two 

important components: Pattern History Table (PHT) and a history register. PHT, as 

proposed, is a set associative table and stores the address correlation pairs for prediction. 

These correlated pairs are passed by the analyzer after examining them as part of the 

pattern. The index of PHT is generated by the previously observed address sequence 

present in the history register.  
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4.2 Operations of the Spectral Prefetcher 

The operations of SP consist of three basic functions: analysis, update and lookup. In the 

analysis phase, the analyzer tries to detect patterns by tracking the arrival records of the 

missed addresses, while in update phase it passes the pattern to the correlator. The lookup 

operation is performed by the correlator in order to predict a prefetch address based upon 

the knowledge of past address sequence in the miss stream. In order to understand these 

operations, we need to answer the following questions: i) how the reappearance of the 

correlated pair is detected, ii) what happens when reappearance is detected, iii) how does 

the sample size for analysis is controlled and iv) how and when the pattern is passed form 

the analyzer to the correlator. The first three questions cover the analysis operation while 

the last question covers the update operation. The answers to the above questions are as 

follows: 

• How the reappearance of the correlated pair is detected? The correlated pair, 

referenced in this section, consists of the current missed address and the previously 

observed missed addresses in the history register. Reappearance of such a pair is 

detected while updating the analyzer table with the current missed address. First an 

index for locating the analyzer table set is generated using the truncated addition of 

the previously stored addresses in the history register. Second, from the analyzer table 

set, the entry tagged with the same hashed history is selected and its value field is 

matched with the current missed address. If both the value field and the current 

missed address match, we say reappearance has taken place.   
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• What happens when reappearance is detected? Once reappearance is detected, the 

recurring distance or the lag of the correlating pair is calculated as follows: lag = GC 

– time field of the analyzer table entry. Here GC or the global counter represents the 

number of miss events observed while the time field represents the previously 

recorded value of GC for the same pair. After calculating the recurring distance, an 

associative search of LCT is done to locate an entry with the same lag and its 

saturation counter is incremented.  

• How does the sample size for the analysis is controlled? When a saturation counter 

for a lag entry in the LCT reaches a certain threshold value, the controlling logic 

assumes that elements of the pattern are reappearing with the same lag and changes 

the value of max counter (MC) as: MC = current value of GC + saturated lag. This 

dynamic change in the value of MC allows the pattern to be passed to the correlator 

sooner than a static, high value would. Once the MC has been dynamically updated, it 

is held static until the next analysis. 

• How and when the pattern is passed from the analyzer to the correlator? When GC 

becomes equal to MC, the controlling logic stops analysis and broadcasts the 

saturating lags to the analyzer table. This in turn sets the conf field of the entries of 

the analysis table that have the saturating lags recorded in their respective lag field. 

Finally, an associative search is done across the analyzer table for locating the 

correlated pairs whose corresponding conf field is set and these pairs are passed to 

correlator for future predictions. At the end, the components of the analyzer, such as – 

GC, LCT and analyzer table are initialized and MC is set to a maximum value. This is 

done so the analyzer can once again start the operation of analysis.  
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Figure 4-4: Example miss stream 

With the basic understanding of the operations of SP, we turn to its mechanics 

with the help of an example shown in Figure 4-4. In this example the addresses are 

identified by letters. As shown, the pattern consists of elements: A, B, C, D, E and F that 

reappear by two different recurring distances: 7 and 8. The unordered addresses in the 

miss stream are represented as: R1, R2 and R3. Let us assume, in the beginning, all the 

components of the analyzer are in the reset condition except MC, which is set to 255. For 

simplicity, it is further assumed that the threshold value for the saturation counter is 1 and 

the history register of the analyzer holds 1 previously seen missed address.     

 
Figure 4-5: Example of analysis operation of SP  
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 Figure 4-5 represents the steps taken in the analysis phase of SP. The first figure 

shows the condition of the analyzer after observing the first two missed addresses. Since 

there was no entry for the correlated pair of AB in the analyzer table, a new entry is 

allocated. The value of GC is passed to the time field, while the lag and conf fields are set 

to zero. The state of the analyzer after missed address B arrives for the second time is 

shown in Figure 4-5(b). When missed address B arrives for the second time, the values of 

history and GC are A and 9, respectively. As there was an entry present in the analyzer 

table for the correlated pair of AB, the control logic detects reappearance and updates the 

lag field by the recurring distance, which is “GC – time” or 8. In addition, an entry is also 

allocated in the LCT to track the recurring distance observed in the miss stream. As the 

saturation counter in the LCT entry becomes equal to the threshold value of 1, the 

controlling logic assumes that the pattern is detected and updates the value of MC by 

“GC + saturated lag” or 17. The final stage of the analysis is shown in the Figure 4-5(c), 

where GC reaches the value of 17, and becomes equal to MC. In the meantime the 

analyzer detected the reappearance of pairs: AB, CD, DE and EF, which reappear at a 

distance of 7 in the miss stream. 

 The update state of SP is shown in Figure 4-6(a). In this operation, the saturating 

lags: 7 and 8 are broadcasted to the analyzer table, which in turn sets the conf fields of the 

corresponding entries. Finally, the entries whose conf bit has been set are passed to the 

correlator. As shown, the analyzer detects correlated pairs: AB, CD, DE and EF as part of 

the pattern and passes them to the PHT of the correlator for future predictions. Similarly, 

the example of lookup operation is shown in Figure 4-6(b), where the correlator 

calculates a prefetch address based upon the knowledge of the immediate past address 
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sequence. As shown, a missed address of C indexes into the PHT to generate a prefetch 

address of D.       

 
Figure 4-6:  Example of update and lookup operation of SP 

 An apparent disadvantage of the update phase is the latency associated with 

searching the analyzer table for patterns. This latency, however, is mitigated by the fact 

that L2 caches miss takes hundreds of cycles to resolve, which can stall the processor, 

creating the window to work within. Having studied the structure and the operations of 

the spectral prefetcher, in the next section we present the individual solutions to the key 

issues that affect the performance of the spectral prefetcher. 

4.3 Issues Involving the Design of the Spectral Prefetcher  

In this section, we discuss issues regarding the implementation of the spectral prefetcher. 

The issues that need to be dealt with are: i) how to increase the timeliness of the 

prefetches generated by SP and ii) when and where SP fails in acquiring the patterns. In 

this section, we will provide solutions for the above stated issues and finally present a 

new design of SP incorporating these solutions.  
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4.3.1 How to Increase the Timeliness of the Spectral Prefetcher?  

In order for a prefetching mechanism to be truly effective, not only it must have 

high coverage and accuracy, but it must provide prefetches in a timely manner. The 

prefetched data must be available in the cache prior to its use to completely mask the 

memory latency. Many prefetchers simply increase the prefetch degree, the number of 

prefetches triggered by single miss events to obtain timely prefetches [12, 18, 28, 29]. 

Unfortunately, this can have a negative impact on accuracy and complexity. 

 

TCzone 0 TCzone 1

 
Figure 4-7: An example of 32 TCzone  

For generating timely prefetches, we propose SP to correlate non-adjacent 

addresses in the miss stream. This is accomplished by partitioning the physical memory 

in Tag Concentration Zones (TCzones) and allowing SP to prefetch for these individual 

partitions. Two missed references are said to be within the same TCzone, if their 

addresses have the same lower order bits. Since memory is partitioned by the lower order 

bits, TCzones are strided across the memory, which in turn forces a fixed number of 

TCzones. Caches also partition the physical memory in similar fashion when viewed 
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from the perspective of the cache sets. In our simulation environment, the L2 cache has 

4096 sets with 64-byte line size that naturally divides memory into 4096 TCzones, 

populated by 14-bit tags (assuming 32-bit machine). To divide memory into 32 TCzones 

from the previous setup, the seven most significant bits of the index are concatenated 

with the tag resulting in 21 bit tags (leaving 5 TCzone index access bits). An example of 

how 32 TCzone map into a 4096 set cache is shown in Figure 4-7. 

Table 4-1: Average difference between the consecutive misses for different TCzones 

 

The prediction of tags within each TCzone produces timely prefetches because 

tag predictions span pages while applications usually access the same page several times 

before accessing another page. This is shown in Table 4-1, where the average time 

difference between the consecutive misses of the TCzones is shown for the memory 

intensive benchmarks. Our convention is to use TCzone-1 for the global miss stream, 

TCzone-2 when physical address space is divided into 2 separate partitions etc. As 

shown, for most of the benchmarks, the time difference between the consecutive misses 

increases exponentially with the number of TCzones. The exception is ammp whose 

memory accesses are non-uniformly distributed across the sets in a cache. This non-

uniformity creates a heavy demand on some sets while other sets remain underutilized. 

As a result, partitioning the memory with TCzones has no effect in the time differences 

between the consecutive misses because all the misses are directed towards few TCzones.      
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4.3.2 A Shortcoming in the Current Design of the Spectral 
Prefetcher 
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Figure 4-8: A synthetic miss stream 

In the last section, we demonstrated the pattern detection ability of SP with the 

help of an example in the absolute domain. However, our current design of SP has a 

serious shortcoming in acquiring patterns in the differential domain. To illustrate this 

issue, we present in Figure 4-8 a synthetic miss stream where the top graph shows the 

pattern in the absolute domain and the bottom graph shows the same pattern in the 

differential domain. As shown, the triangle wave that is linearly increasing in the absolute 

domain translates into a repeating, high frequency pattern in the differential domain 
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(shown in dotted circle). This repeating high frequency component is detected by SP 

immediately, but the remaining larger portion of the pattern is never analyzed since the 

acquisition of the short, high frequency pattern initiates the update stage of the analyzer, 

which in turn resets the analyzer to start a fresh analysis.  As a result, this phenomenon 

creates a distorted perception of the pattern and only part of the pattern is acquired by the 

prefetcher working in the differential domain. We term this phenomenon as: high 

frequency latching.  

However, high frequency latching leaves us with the dilemma. On the one hand, 

the results of autocorrelation plots in Chapter 3 favored differential domain over absolute 

domain, since it requires lesser space for detecting patterns in the reference stream. 

Moreover, it was also shown that the stream with negligible recurrence in the absolute 

domain often exhibit hidden stride patterns in the differential domain. On the other, the 

current design of SP fails in acquiring the pattern faithfully in the presence of high 

frequency components in the differential domain.  This limitation is not the fundamental 

property of the spectral prediction rather it is an artifact of our particular implementation. 

To benefit from the differential domain while safe guarding against high frequency 

latching, we propose SP to be adaptive in nature – i.e., SP should alternate between 

absolute and differential domain whenever either is failing to acquire the pattern. This 

solution is not optimal, however, provides SP with means either to change from absolute 

to differential mode when there is no recurrence observed in the absolute domain or 

change from differential to absolute domain when high frequency components prevent 

the pattern acquisition in the differential domain.   
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4.3.3 A New Alternative Design of the Spectral Prefetcher 
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Figure 4-9: A new alternative design of the spectral prefetcher 

In this section, we present a new design of SP that incorporates the solutions 

presented in the preceding sections. Figure 4-9(a) depicts the new structure of SP. As 

shown, this new form of SP partitions the memory into TCzones and detects tag pattern 
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within each zone. It allocates an analyzer and correlator for each zone, which are indexed 

by the index-access bits of the TCzone. It is further shown in Figure 4-9(a) that predicted 

tag is combined with the TCzone index-access bits to generate a complete cache line 

address. In order to attain a adaptive SP, two new components last tag and mode are 

added to the original design of analyzer and correlator, as shown in Figure 4-9(b) and (c).  

The function of the last tag is to maintain the last observed tag and is used in the 

differential mode to calculate the stride while mode bit tells the analyzer or the correlator 

whether they are in absolute or differential mode.  

The adaptive property imposes few changes in the operations of SP, which are 

described as follows:  

• Analysis: The scope of modification remains insignificant for this operation. The 

function remains similar to what described in the Section 4.2 – i.e., analyzer in this 

phase detects patterns by tracking the arrival records of the missed tags. The only 

change is that analyzer now has the capability to detect either pattern of tags or 

pattern of strides between the tags. This is accomplished by transforming the history 

register to record either previously seen missed tags or the strides depending upon the 

mode bit. Similarly, the hash and the value field of the analyzer table are changed so 

that they can store either correlating pair of tags or strides. The form and functionality 

of the other components of the analyzer remains unaltered.    

• Update: As previously explained, in the update stage, the analyzer passes the pattern 

to the correlator. In addition, we also need to pass the mode bit of the analyzer to 

inform the correlator that it is updated either by the pattern of tags or the pattern of 
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strides. The decision to switch between the absolute to differential mode (or vice 

versa) also happens in this state. If the control logic does not find any pattern i.e. no 

LCT entry matches the threshold value, control logic simply flips the mode bit of the 

analyzer.  

• Lookup:  In this operation, the correlator calculates the prefetch address based upon 

the knowledge of immediate past tag or stride sequence present in the history register. 

The value field of the PHT in absolute mode holds the next tag and in differential 

mode holds the next stride. Here, the entry tagged with the current history is selected 

from PHT and its value field is used to predict the next tag. If, in differential mode, 

the value field is added to the current missed tag to generate the next tag. Finally, the 

next tag is combined with the index-access bits of the TCzone to form the complete 

cache line address and, subsequently, a prefetch to this address is issued. 

4.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

In this section, we analyze in detail three aspects that affect the performance of SP: the 

selection of TCzone configuration, the size of the analyzer table, and the size of PHT. 

Sensitivity analysis of SP is important, since not all memory intensive benchmarks 

exhibit recurrence in both the domains. Moreover, the sizes of the patterns, either in 

absolute or differential domain, are not similar for all applications. We pursue the 

following methodology for these experiments: 

• First, simulation results are presented for an infinite sized SP (32768 set 8-way 

associative analyzer table and PHT) using different TCzone configuration. To isolate 
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the impact of TCzone configurations, we present results for SP that monitors only in 

absolute or differential domain for detecting patterns. Here we select a TCzone 

configuration that performs reasonably well for all the benchmarks.  

• Second, simulations results are presented where the size of the analyzer table is varied 

for an idealized TCzone configuration. For this experiment, we selected an infinite 

sized PHT to find out the optimal analyzer table size. 

• Finally, simulation results are presented where the size of the PHT is varied for a 

specific sized analyzer table. 

Table 4-2: Configuration of the components of SP 

Lag Counter 
Table (LCT)

An 8-entry fully associative LCT whose 
saturation counter saturates at threshold 
of 3

Max Counter 
(MC)

In the beginning of the analysis stage, MC 
is made equal to the number of entries 
the analyzer table can hold for analysis

History This register stores two prior tags (or 
strides) in the miss stream

Components Configuration of the components

 

The configuration of other parameters of SP chosen for these experiments is 

shown in Table 4-2. These experiments were performed using the timing simulator 

described in Chapter 2. We extended the base simulator to incorporate SP for L2 cache 

prefetching, as described in Section 2.1.2. To keep the simulation requirements 

manageable, we only present the results for memory intensive benchmarks.  
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4.4.1 Impact of Varying TCzone Configuration 

To show the impact of different TCzone configurations on the performance of SP, 

we present in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 the coverage, accuracy, timeliness and 

performance gain results for memory intensive benchmarks. Here, we study eight 

different configurations of TCzones, i.e. partitioning memory into 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 

and 128 zones. Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 show the impact of varying the TCzone 

configuration in absolute and differential domain, respectively.  

For most benchmarks, we see that the performance increases as we increase the 

number of TCzones because partitioning memory into TCzones improves the timeliness 

of the issued prefetch requests. However, continual increase in the number of TCzones 

decreases the performance mainly because of two reasons. First, addresses directed 

towards a TCzone are less predictable than the addresses present in the global miss 

stream. This happens because the misses coming to a specific TCzone are widely apart in 

the global miss stream and are less consistent when compared to the adjacent misses of 

the stream. Second, prefetch requests generated for a specific TCzone can be too timely – 

i.e. the prefetch is issued so early that the data is discarded before it is used by the 

processor. The outcomes of the experiments illustrate both the positive and negative 

aspects of the TCzones. We make the following observations from these outcomes:   

• First, we discuss the results of the ammp benchmark. The results demonstrate that 

partitioning memory into TCzones is not effective in increasing the timeliness of SP. 

In order to understand this contradictory behavior of ammp, we need to discuss its 

characteristics in more detail. Most of the missed cache line addresses of ammp 

follow a stride of 16 or 32 which makes the references non-uniform across the cache 
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structure. This creates a heavy demand on few cache sets while other sets remain 

underutilized. This is the reason why all the misses of ammp are targeted towards few 

TCzones. Consequently, partitioning memory into TCzones is not effective for 

generating timely prefetches.  

• Second, we discuss the results of the mcf benchmark. The results suggest that mcf 

shows promising speedup in the absolute mode over differential mode. This is 

primarily due to the introduction of high frequency components in the differential 

domain. As a result, only a part of the mcf’s pattern is acquired by SP and the 

remaining larger pattern is never analyzed in the differential domain. The results of 

SP functioning in the absolute domain imply that speedup for mcf increases as we 

increase the number of TCzones.  

• Finally, we discuss the results of mgrid, mst and swim. As expected from the 

characteristics of these benchmarks, SP working in the differential domain boosts 

their performance. It is also evident from the results that timeliness of the prefetch 

request for these benchmarks increases with the number of TCzones. However, 

continual increase in the number of TCzones decreases the performance of swim 

because of the reasons discussed earlier in this section. Although, the resultant 

performance gain for mst is none, the results still shows that timeliness increases with 

number of TCzones. As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, the underlying miss 

patterns of mst are mainly comprised of unordered addresses and thus the coverage 

provided by SP is not commensurately high.               
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Table 4-3: Impact of varying TCzone configuration in absolute domain 

Benchmarks
TCzone-1

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

48.17% 91.61% 123.62% 7.23% 69.15%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-2

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

44.29% 91.73% 129.04% 6.03% 64.93%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-4

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

41.57% 91.31% 1.1642.95% 3.72% 53.34%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-8

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

39.43% 91.37% 1.1655.87% 2.55% 41.59%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-16

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

38.27% 90.39% 1.3371.55% 1.98% 26.48%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-32

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

37.56% 89.96% 1.4189.88% 1.02% 9.10%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-64

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

34.06% 86.41% 1.3393.45% 0.43% 6.12%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-128

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

96.12% 99.96% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

28.03% 82.15% 1.1695.96% 0.24% 3.80%mcf

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mgrid

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%mst

0% 0% 10% 0% 0%swim
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Table 4-4: Impact of varying TCzone configuration in differential domain 

Benchmarks
TCzone-1

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

15.36% 94.58% 146.45% 1.10 52.46%mcf

87.14% 99.94% 1.6149.28% 6.18% 44.54%mgrid

10.16% 81.19% 175.72% 3.65% 20.62%mst

54.32% 96.72% 1.1527.38% 6.43% 66.19%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-2

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

13.07% 93.54% 155.25% 1.28% 43.48%mcf

86.83% 99.90% 1.7358.70% 1.21% 40.09%mgrid

10.80% 80.32% 179.57% 6.28% 14.15%mst

48.74% 93.08% 1.2354.61% 6.97% 38.42%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-4

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

11.24% 95.01% 163.74% 0.81% 35.45%mcf

81.89% 99.78% 1.8772.92% 0.80% 26.29%mgrid

10.16% 79.97% 185.92% 6.26% 7.82%mst

43.44% 93.34% 1.3868.98% 2.65% 28.37%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-8

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.88% 0% 49.92%ammp

11.93% 95.23% 171.63% 0.73% 27.64%mcf

81.59% 99.78% 1.8775.14% 0.99% 23.87%mgrid

9.94% 77.81% 199.5% 0.17% 0.33%mst

40.66% 96.92% 1.3894.70% 1.28% 4.03%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-16

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

10.33% 94.44% 178.37% 2.25% 19.39%mcf

79.19% 99.81% 2.1182.15% 1.59% 16.26%mgrid

8.61% 75.23% 199.83% 0.01% 0.16%mst

37.65% 91.76% 1.3498.28% 0.09% 1.63%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-32

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

9.31% 94% 197.44% 0.56% 2%mcf

78.72% 99.56% 2.1384.52% 0.04% 15.44%mgrid

8.11% 75.44% 1100% 0% 0%mst

37.17% 91.76% 1.3499.66% 0.08% 0.28%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-64

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

8.17% 92.50% 199.91% 0% 0.09%mcf

74.72% 99.56% 2.1598.68% 0% 1.32%mgrid

8.79% 74.98% 1100% 0% 0%mst

18.13% 85.13% 1.0399.97% 0% 0.03%swim

Benchmarks
TCzone-128

coverage accuracy IPC gaintimely acceptable poor

99.58% 99.88% 250.08% 0% 49.92%ammp

7.60% 86.59% 1100% 0% 0%mcf

73.28% 98.27% 2.1599.91% 0% 0.10%mgrid

8.54% 74.35% 1100% 0% 0%mst

14.88% 77.95% 1100% 0% 0%swim
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To summarize the results, we present the average gains across the memory 

intensive benchmarks for different TCzone configurations (Figure 4-10). As shown, 

dividing memory into 32 TCzones provides reasonable performance for memory 

intensive benchmarks in both the domains. For the rest of the chapter, we assume this 

TCzone configuration unless otherwise specified.  
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Figure 4-10: Impact of varying the TCzone configuration for SP 

4.4.2 Impact of Varying the Table Sizes 
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Figure 4-11: Impact of varying the analyzer table size 
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In this subsection, we varied the sizes of the analyzer and the pattern history table 

to find the optimal size for the general case. These tables, as proposed, are set associative 

and are accessed using an index value. As a result, if they are not large enough, the 

prefetcher will have difficulty in detecting and predicting the patterns. Figure 4-11 shows 

the impact of the analyzer table size (512 set 4-way to 2048 set 4-way) for an adaptive SP 

that partitions memory into 32 TCzones. For this experiment, we chose an infinite-sized 

pattern history table (32768 set 8-way). 

As can be seen, mgrid, and swim show counterintuitive behavior and their 

performance decreases with the increasing size of the analyzer table. This occurs because 

SP favors the absolute mode initially and both of the applications show performance gain 

only in the differential mode. Moreover, the decision to transition from the absolute to 

differential mode particularly depends upon the size of the analyzer table, since the value 

of MC is initialized to the number of entries that the analyzer table can hold for analysis. 

As a result, there exists a switching delay, which increases with the size of the analyzer 

table, and is, thus, responsible for this unusual behavior. On the other hand, the results for 

ammp and mcf are straightforward where the performance increases with the size of the 

analyzer table. For a 512 set 4-way associative analyzer table, mcf shows negligible 

performance gains when compared to larger tables. The reason for this is smaller tables 

are not sufficiently big to contain the entire, large absolute pattern. Subsequently, the 

analyzer switches from absolute to differential mode more frequently, which further 

deteriorates the performance gain. It can be further observed that a 1024 set 4-way 

associative analyzer table performs reasonably well for all the memory intensive 

benchmarks. We select this configuration of the analyzer table for the rest of the chapter. 
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Similarly, Figure 4-12 shows the impact of varying PHT size (512 set 4-way to 

2048 set 4-way) for a 1024 set 4-way analyzer table. It is worth noting that there is no 

increase in performance of the benchmarks for which SP function in the differential mode 

(mgrid and swim) because of the potentially smaller pattern sizes while performance of 

those for which SP function in absolute mode (ammp and mcf) increases to some extent. 

To satisfy a general solution that works well across all benchmarks, a 1024 set 4-way 

PHT was chosen as the optimal size.   
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Figure 4-12: Impact of varying PHT size on the spectral prefetcher 

4.5 Prefetcher Evaluation 

In the prior section, we presented the individual solutions to the key issues that affect the 

performance of the spectral prefetcher. In this section, we combine these results into a 

single prefetching architecture and evaluate the effectiveness of SP in improving 

performance. We compare a 1 MB SP against a Tag Correlating Prefetcher (TCP) [15] 
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with a 2-MB correlation history table. Table 4-5 summarizes the prefetch table 

configurations for both the methods.  

Table 4-5: Table configuration for TCP and SP 

Tag Correlating Prefetcher 
(TCP)

4096 entry Tag History Table, 65536 set 
8-way associative Pattern History Table 2 MB

Spectral Prefetcher

32 pair of analyzer and correlator with 
both analyzer and PHT as 1024 set 4-
way associative, 8-entry LCT whose 
saturation counter saturates at threshold 
of 3

1.1 MB

Prefetch Method Table Configurations Size

 

TCP is selected for comparison as it also divides memory in a strided fashion 

(TCzones) and predicts pattern of tags for a given cache set. As previously discussed, our 

simulation environment uses a 2 MB L2 with 4096 sets, thus making TCP divide memory 

into 4096 TCzones. The indexing scheme that we used for the correlating table of TCP is 

similar to SP, where truncated addition of two previously stored miss tags is performed. 

In addition, the hash generated for indexing is combined with the miss index of the cache 

so that each cache set has its own private space in the correlating table. In order to gauge 

the best performance of TCP, we assume a latency free environment.  

 In accordance with the results presented in Section 4, we use an adaptive SP. The 

configuration of the analyzer table and the PHT are selected as 1024 set 4-way 

associative. For performance evaluation, we consider a practical implementation of SP, 

where address prediction by the correlator takes seven cycles. In addition, the latency 

associated for the analysis of miss tag by the analyzer was also set to seven cycles. The 

latency associated for passing a correlated pair (hash history and the corresponding next 

tag or stride) was chosen to be four cycles. Thus, passing 10 correlated pairs from 
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analyzer to the correlator will require 40 cycles and no analysis or prediction will take 

place during this period. The size of the analyzer and correlator can be calculated using 

the following formulae: 

MCofsizeGCofsizecountersaturationlagLCTinentriesofnumber
timelagvaluehashsizeoftableanalyzertheinentriesofnumberanalyzerofSize

++++
+++=

)(*
)(*

 

)(* valuehashsizeofPHTinentriesofnumbercorrelatorofSize +=  

In our simulation environment, we selected the following sizes for the fields of 

analyzer table and PHT entries: 5-bit hash, 19-bit value, 11-bit lag, and 11-bit time, 

respectively. In addition, the sizes of both GC and MC were selected as 12 bits, making 

the size of the analyzer and correlator ~23.056 and ~12 KB, respectively. Since there are 

32 pairs of analyzer and correlator corresponding to 32 TCzones, the total size of SP used 

in the simulation became 1.1 MB.    

Table 4-6: Coverage and accuracy results for TCP and SP  
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Figure 4-13: Performance comparison of SP with TCP 

 Figure 4-13 compares the performance results of SP against TCP with a 2MB 

correlation table. Table 4-6 shows the coverage and accuracy results of both the 

prefetching mechanisms for memory-intensive benchmarks. SP outperforms TCP on all 

memory intensive benchmarks, except ammp. On average, SP achieves a 1.33 

performance improvement while TCP shows a performance improvement of 1.05. We 

observe that TCP shows performance gain only for ammp benchmark because this 

application exhibit regularity in absolute domain and is highly predictable. For 

benchmarks that favor differential domain (mgrid and swim), SP outperforms TCP by a 

huge margin. This happens because TCP can only acquire patterns in the absolute domain 

where these applications exhibit minimal repeatability. Moreover, TCP follows strict 

value locality by recording every instance of misses i.e. both the patterns and unordered 

addresses for prediction, and thus results in low prediction accuracy. This is evident in 

the result for mcf and mst, where TCP actually incurs performance degradation. On the 

other hand, SP has a unique ability to distinguish between the repeating patterns and the 

unordered addresses, which makes the predictions of SP highly accurate and increases 

performance.   
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4.6 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we introduced and studied the first implementation of spectral prediction: 

Spectral Prefetcher (SP). We presented the basic design concept and explained the 

operations of SP with the help of an example. We then proposed SP to divide the memory 

into Tag Concentration Zones (TCzones) for generating timely prefetches. This new form 

of SP predicts pattern of tags for each individual zone by allocating a pair of the analyzer 

and the correlator for each zone. We also discussed a potential weakness of SP in 

acquiring the patterns effectively in the presence of high frequency elements. This 

weakness motivated us to design SP to be adaptive in nature – i.e., SP alternates between 

absolute and differential domain whenever either is failing to acquire the pattern. Finally, 

we have shown that spectral prefetcher performs well, achieving high prediction accuracy 

on the memory intensive benchmarks. 

As previously noted in the Introduction, SP uses a rather complicated algorithm 

for implementing spectral prediction. Nevertheless, we must ask ourselves whether there 

are simpler ideas that implements spectral prediction without increasing the complexity 

that the microarchitect has to deal with. In the next chapter, we explore an alternative 

design that provides better performance improvements while employing a simplified 

algorithm for implementing spectral prediction. 
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Chapter 5   Spectral Prediction via Differential-
only Spectral Prefetcher 

As indicated by the previous chapter, the Spectral Prefetcher (SP) employs a complicated 

algorithm for implementing spectral prediction. In this chapter, a more elegant 

implementation of spectral prediction is proposed: Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher. 

The proposed prefetching mechanism evolved through the continuous simplification of 

the SP algorithm. In this process, we identified answers to the questions such as, “What 

are the limitations in the design of SP?” and “How best can we overcome these 

limitations?” However, SP was the first of its kind to implement a spectral technique for 

speculation, and hence, the understanding required for coming up with an efficient design 

was not available. Only after designing SP, different possibilities became apparent for 

exploiting spectral prediction.  

Thus, in this chapter, we begin by discussing the limitations of SP and their 

individual solutions. We then put the individual solutions together into a single 

prefetching architecture – Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP) – which provides 

better performance using significantly smaller hardware structures. This new prefetching 

architecture detects only stride patterns within the global miss stream and has the unique 

property of tying two non-adjacent strides for generating timely prefetches. Apart from 
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presenting a new simplified prefetcher, the other contributions of this chapter include the 

following: 1) we describe a hardware implementation for correlating two non-adjacent 

values in the stream; 2) we present a simulation driven empirical evaluation of DOSP in a 

uniprocessor environment and 3) we also evaluate the performance benefit of DOSP 

using a set of co-scheduled pair of benchmarks on a dual core CMP.  

5.1 Limitations of the Spectral Prefetcher 

In this section we are concerned with how to use spectral prediction to our advantage – 

i.e. how to increase the performance potential of its first implementation: Spectral 

Prefetcher (SP). To find the answer of the above question, we identified four limitations 

in the original design of SP. Here limitations are the issues that either hamper the 

effectiveness of SP or increase its power consumption. These limitations and their 

individual solution are as following: 

• Discontinuity in analysis of pattern: SP employs a “discrete window” for pattern 

acquisition. At the end of the detection stage, patterns are passed from the detection 

unit (analyzer) to the prediction unit (correlator) and subsequently the detection unit 

is initialized to start a fresh analysis. This heuristic works only when the pattern is 

completely acquired by the detection unit. However, if only a subcomponent of the 

pattern is detected (presence of high frequency components etc.), the remaining 

portion of the pattern will be lost due to the initialization process. This scenario 

creates a distorted perception of a pattern and only a part of the pattern is acquired. 

The solution is to use a “continuous window” for pattern detection. For 

accomplishing this we propose two changes in the design. First, the resetting of the 
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detection unit should be avoided. This in turn avoids the loss of useful information 

and provides continual analysis of the stream. Second, the position count (GC) should 

be made as the modulus count of the miss events. This has to be done because the 

entries of the detection unit can become stale upon the overflow of the position 

counter.  

• Expensive operations: SP uses associative search across the detection unit for passing 

information to the prediction unit. Moreover, passing of patterns may require multiple 

ports in the prediction unit. We would like to avoid these costly operations so as to 

make the prefetcher implementable. Our solution is to use a single structure for 

detecting as well as predicting the pattern. This solution eliminates the need for 

associative searches, since no transfer will be required. In addition, this solution will 

also reduce the presence of stale data in the table because correlated pairs that are no 

longer a part of the pattern will be quickly recognized and no predictions will be 

made using them.  

• Significant investment in hardware: SP needs a 1 MB hardware budget for effectively 

acquiring patterns. This size requirement is comparable to current on-chip L2 caches 

and therefore brings up concerns about latency and power overhead. We would like to 

keep this structure small so as to make it hardware realizable. Yet we would also want 

to achieve high performance gains. We can cater to both requirements by having a 

small prefetcher functioning only in the differential domain. Recall that SP required 

structure sizing for the worst case needs of the absolute domain because it is marred 

with high frequency latching in the differential domain. Since the problem of high 

frequency latching disappears using continual analysis of the pattern, we can design a 
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mechanism that works only in the differential domain and can exploit the reduced 

size benefits that differential have to offer. 

•  Partitioning memory into TCzones adds complexity: SP partitioned the memory into 

TCzones for generating timely prefetches. It also allocates a pair of pattern detection 

and prediction unit for these partitions. This approach adds complexity to already 

time-sensitive structures (analyzer and correlator) and may require several ports for 

effectively detecting and predicting patterns across this array of structures. Moreover, 

TCzones are not effective for applications that access only few cache sets and 

primarily exhibit conflict misses. An example of such an application, ammp, was 

discussed in the last chapter. We propose a second option: correlation queue, a 

mechanism that facilitates in correlating non-adjacent addresses in the global miss 

stream for generating timely prefetches.          

The recommended changes laid a foundation for a new form of the spectral 

prefetcher, which not only uses dramatically less size but also provides improved 

performance. The next section describes our second implementation of the spectral 

prediction.   

5.2 Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher 

In this section, we will discuss the mechanics of the Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher 

(DOSP). This section provides the brief introduction to the DOSP architecture, describing 

its basic operations and introducing the correlation queue for generating timely 

prefetches.  
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5.2.1 Components of the Prefetcher 
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Figure 5-1: Structure of the Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher 

To help with the rest of the section, we begin by defining the components of 

DOSP. Figure 5-1 shows the basic structure and the components of DOSP. Some 

components have similar nomenclature as those of the spectral prefetcher but there exist 

key differences between the algorithms governing both these prefetchers. At this point we 

would like to formalize the definitions using Figure 5-1 as an aid.  

 The three main components of DOSP are: 

• Pattern History Table: The Pattern History Table (PHT) stores the stride correlation 

pairs. This is a set associative table which is indexed by the last observed stride 

between two missed addresses. Each entry of the PHT has 4 fields. The first two 

fields store the correlated pair. The time field maintains the position of the of the 
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corresponding stride pair i.e. it maintains the “time” when the pair was last present in 

the stream. Finally, the conf field tells whether the pair is part of the pattern or not.  

• Global Counter: Global Counter (GC) is a continuous counter of miss events. Upon 

overflow GC is reset, making it a modulus count. During allocation of an entry in the 

PHT, the GC value is recorded in the time field. Whenever the reappearance of the 

stride pair is detected, GC is used to calculate the recurring distance using the 

previously stored time value. 

• Lag Counter Table: Lag Counter Table (LCT) is used for maintaining information on 

how many stride pairs share the same recurring distance. The LCT is organized as a 

FIFO with each entry having two fields: lag and saturation counter. As reappearance 

of the stride pair is detected, an associative search of the LCT is done to see if an 

entry with the same lag (recurring distance) is already present. If so, the count for the 

entry is incremented. Otherwise, a new entry is allocated. 

The other components like the last address and last stride contain the most 

recently observed address and stride, respectively. These registers are used for indexing 

and updating the PHT. 

5.2.2 Operations of the Prefetcher 

The operation of DOSP consists of two basic functions: lookup and update. 

Lookup is a straightforward operation to decide whether to perform a prefetch when a 

miss event occurs. While the update operation is the process of either creating a new 

entry within the PHT or checking if an existing entry is now confident. In order to 

understand these operations, we need to discuss four issues: i) how the prefetch address is 
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generated and issued, ii) how reappearance of the stride pair is detected, iii) how the 

recurring distance is calculated and iv) how the stride pair are validated as part of the 

pattern. The first issue covers the lookup operation while the second, third and fourth 

issues cover the update operation. These issues are described as follows: 

• How the prefetch address is generated and issued? For generating the prefetch 

address, first the current stride is calculated from the current missed address and the 

last observed address. This stride is then used as a PHT index to locate the PHT set. 

Second, from the PHT set, the entry tagged with the current stride is selected and its 

stride field value is added to the current missed address to generate the prefetch 

address. Finally, the decision for issuing the prefetch address depends upon the conf 

bit of the PHT entry. If the conf bit is set, the prefetch is issued otherwise the prefetch 

is dropped.    

• How reappearance of the stride pair is detected? Reappearance is detected in the 

update operation, where the PHT is restored with the current missed stride for 

maintaining an up-to-date history. In this operation, first the last observed stride is 

used as a PHT index to locate the associated PHT set. Second, from the PHT set, the 

entry tagged with the last observed stride is selected and its stride field is matched 

with the current stride. If both the stride field value and the current stride are the 

same, we say reappearance has taken place. These operations are shown in the shaded 

blocks of Figure 5-2, where a flow diagram of the update operation is depicted. 
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Figure 5-2: Flow diagram of DOSP update operation 

• How the recurring distance is calculated? Whenever the reappearance of a stride pair 

is detected, GC is used to calculate the recurring distance (lag) for this pair, using the 

previously recorded time value. Due to the modulus nature of these values, recurring 

distance is calculated as: recurring distance maxmax &))1(( GCtimeGCGC −++= , 

where maxGC is the maximum value of GC. This modulus technique prevents PHT 

entries from becoming stale upon GC overflow, allowing for continual analysis.  

• How stride pair validated as part of the pattern? As reappearance of the stride pair is 

detected, an associative search of the LCT is done to locate an entry with the same 

recurring distance. Then the saturation count field of the LCT entry is incremented. If 

the value of the saturation count becomes equal to a certain threshold, the stride pair 

is detected as part of the pattern. 
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As can be seen from Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2, there exists key differences 

between the algorithms of SP and DOSP. First, unlike SP, DOSP has a single table for 

detection and prediction of pattern. This eliminates the need for expensive update 

operation of SP, where information is transferred from detection unit to the prediction 

unit. Second, DOSP is not wasteful and uses continuous analysis for detecting pattern. 

Thus, the entries of the correlated pair are never cleared rather they are overwritten by 

newer entries. This allows for the early detection of the high frequency pattern while the 

remaining portion of the pattern still exist in the PHT for further analysis.  

 
Figure 5-3: Example miss stream 

We illustrate operations of DOSP with the help of an example miss stream shown 

in Figure 5-3. This is the same miss stream with which the operations of SP were 

explained. Here addresses A, B, C, D, E and F are part of the pattern while R1, R2 and R3 

are the unordered addresses. For simplicity, we once again assume that the threshold 

value for the saturation counter is 1. Figure 5-4(a) shows the condition of DOSP after 

observing first five missed addresses. Similar to SP, DOSP tracks the arrival records of 

the correlated stride pairs by passing the value of GC in the time field of the PHT entry. 

As shown, the last observed address and stride are E and E – D, respectively. Here the 

last address is used for generating the stride while last stride provides the index for 

updating the PHT. The state of DOSP after missed address E arrives for the second time 

is shown in Figure 5-4(b). When missed address E arrives for the second time, the values 

of last observed address and stride are D and D – C, respectively. As there was an entry 

present in the PHT for the correlated pair of D – C & E – D, the control logic detects 
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reappearance and allocates an entry in the LCT to track the recurring distance observed in 

the miss stream. As the saturation counter in the LCT entry becomes equal to the 

threshold value of 1, the controlling logic assumes that pair D – C & E – D is part of the 

pattern and sets the conf bit of the particular PHT entry. Finally, the condition of DOSP 

after missed address D arrives for the third time in the miss stream is shown in Figure 

5-4(c). In the meantime the correlated pairs: E – D & F – E, B – A & C – B, and C – B & 

D – C reappear by the recurring distance of 7 and are all detected as part of the pattern.   
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Figure 5-4:  Pattern detection example of DOSP 

 Similarly, the pattern prediction example of DOSP is shown in Figure 5-5. As 

shown, missed address E arrives for the third time in the miss stream and the current 
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stride is calculated with the help of the last observed address D. Since there is a confident 

entry for this stride (E – D) in PHT, a prefetch address is generated by adding the stride 

field value (F – E) with the current missed address E.      

 
Figure 5-5: Pattern prediction example of DOSP 

 

5.2.3 Correlation Queue for Generating Timely Prefetches 

In this subsection, we present a simple technique for generating timely prefetches. 

The purpose of the correlation queue is to enable correlation of non-adjacent strides. 

Figure 5-6 shows the structure of the correlation queue. Since DOSP operates in the 

differential domain, two FIFO queues are maintained: an address queue and a stride 

queue. The address queue is required for stride generation while the stride queue 

maintains the history of these strides. Whenever a miss arrives, the current stride is 
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generated using the tail entry of the address queue, as shown in Figure 5-6. The current 

stride is then passed to the PHT with the tail of the stride queue to create a pair with a 

correlation depth of n, where n is the size of the FIFO queues. This distance enables 

timely prefetching because a lookup match will trigger a prefetch of an address n miss 

events into the future. 

Address
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Stride 
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Current
Stride

Previous 
Stride

Correlation 
pair

 
Figure 5-6: Structure of the Correlation Queue 

Correlation queue has two advantages over TCzones. First, it correlates non-

adjacent addresses in the global miss stream and can be effective for applications that 

exhibit non-uniformity (where few cache sets are accessed heavily while other sets 

remain underutilized). Because TCzones localize the global miss stream for fixed number 

of sets (or set), they are vulnerable in scenarios when all misses are targeted for one of 

the zone. Second, partitioning memory into TCzones require a dedicated resource (like 

PHT) and therefore brings up the concerns for complexity in design and extra ports that 

may be required to update or predict for different zones. Since correlation queue links 
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two non-adjacent addresses in the global miss stream, there is no need for dedicated 

resources. 

Similar to the behavior of TCzones, larger correlation depths of the queue can 

lead to highly speculative prefetches. We need to place a threshold on this depth to limit 

these speculative prefetches. But the question then arises how deep is deep enough, and 

can memory bandwidth being allocated to these speculative prefetches be better utilized 

elsewhere. In Section 5.3, we will select the best correlation distance configuration for 

DOSP with the aid of timing simulations. 

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the Differential-only Spectral 
Prefetcher 

In this section, we want to develop a sense of how the performance of DOSP changes 

when two key aspects the depth of the correlation queue and the size of PHT, are varied. 

For this purpose, we vary the parameter under study and idealize the other. It is important 

to isolate the contribution made by each component to properly determine an efficient 

configuration. The base machine used for these experiments is the same as the one 

described in Chapter 2. For these experiments, we execute only memory-intensive 

benchmarks on our dual-core base processor. Thus, the core, which is executing the 

application, solely uses the L2 cache and the lower levels of memory hierarchy. The 

configuration of other parameters of DOSP selected for these experiments is: i) an 8-

entry LCT whose saturation counter saturates at a threshold of 3 and ii) a 6-bit GC.  
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5.3.1 Depth of the Correlation Queue 
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Figure 5-7: Impact of varying the correlation depth on DOSP performance 

For this experiment, we varied the depth of the correlation queue to find the 

optimal size for the general case. Figure 5-7 shows the impact of varying the depth of the 

correlation queue. Here five different correlation depth sizes are studied: 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 

for 16384 entry 4-way PHT. The IPC results presented are the average gain across the 

memory-intensive benchmarks for a given configuration of the correlation queue. The 

detailed results of this experiment are provided in Table 5-1and Table 5-2. The first table 

shows the results for coverage, accuracy and IPC gains for all the benchmarks while the 

second table presents the timelines results. Next we present the observations that we can 

make from these results: 

• First, for all the benchmarks, we see that performance increases as we increase the 

depth of the correlation queue. The reason is that the timeliness of the issued prefetch 

request improves with the depth of the correlation queue. This can be confirmed from 

Table 5-2.  
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• Second, continually increasing the depth actually degrades the performance. The 

reason is that predictability of the addresses decreases as the correlating distance 

among them is increased. At a correlation distance of one, adjacent elements are 

coupled which are likely to recur together. As the depth of the correlation queue 

increases, however, the correlation pairs become more speculative and thus harder to 

predict.  This can be confirmed in Table 5-1 where it is shown that coverage and 

accuracy decreases as the queue depth increases. 

Table 5-1: Impact of varying the Correlation Queue depth on DOSP performance 
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Table 5-2: Impact on the timeliness of Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher 

 

The results suggest that a correlation queue with a depth of 4 produces timely 

prefetches without degrading the coverage and accuracy of DOSP. For the rest of chapter, 

we assume a 4 entry correlation queue unless otherwise specified. 

5.3.2 Size of the Pattern History Table 

Figure 5-8 summarizes the average impact of the PHT size on the performance of 

DOSP.  The detailed results of IPC gain for different configurations of PHT are shown in 

Table 5-3. PHT, as proposed, is set-associative and is accessed using a stride between the 
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two missed addresses. As a result, if the PHT is not large enough, the prefetcher will have 

difficulty in detecting a pattern. For this experiment, we selected the correlation queue 

depth as 4. We varied the associativity of the PHT for four different set configurations: 

2048, 4096, 8192 and 16384 sets respectively. 

Table 5-3: Performance of DOSP with different configurations of PHT 
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Figure 5-8: Impact of varying the PHT sizes 

The results show that 2048 set, 2-way associative PHT is sufficient for detecting 

pattern for most of the memory intensive benchmarks. The only exception is mcf whose 

performance increases with the increasing size of PHT. These results are expected and 
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are in direct accordance with the insights gained from Chapter 3, where we showed with 

the help of autocorrelation that space requirements for most of the benchmarks is small in 

differential domain. However, the size of the pattern for mcf is large (~73462 entry table 

approximately) and it becomes difficult for DOSP to acquire these patterns with smaller 

PHT sizes.  

From our perspective, the decision as to which PHT configuration is to use is 

2048 set, 2-way associative, as it provides the best performance/size tradeoff.   

5.4 Evaluation of Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher in Uni-
Processor Mode 

Table 5-4: Table configuration of GHB-based prefetcher and DOSP 

 

In this section, we compare DOSP against Differential Markov GHB implementations. 

To gauge GHB-based Differential Markov’s best performance, we present results for 

both width and depth prefetching. We maintain a prefetch degree of four for both the 

GHB configurations. Here degree of prefetch corresponds to fetching multiple cache lines 

in response to a cache miss [18, 28, 29]. Table 5-4 summarizes the prefetch table 

configurations for each method. When calculating the table sizes we assumed 26-bit 

cache line addresses (assuming 32-bit machine and 64 byte cache line size) and 18-bit 
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stride fields. The sizes in the table are rounded up to the nearest kilobyte. For timing 

simulation results, we further assume that each access to the prefetch table takes 4 cycles. 

GHB-based methods are selected for comparison because they also function in the 

differential domain and employ a smaller table configuration for acquiring the miss 

patterns. Furthermore, GHB-based methods are considered to be the best among the 

recently proposed prefetching mechanisms [32]. This provides us the opportunity to 

compare DOSP against a most potent competitor.  

Before we can analyze the results for GHB-based prefetching mechanisms and 

DOSP, we need to understand what causes the performance to vary between these 

mechanisms in the first place. That is, why the prefetch performance may change when 

the underlying prefetcher is changed? To understand this aspect, we discuss the 

characteristics of the prefetchers below. 

• DOSP uses spectral prediction to filter the unordered addresses and acquires only the 

repeating patterns for predictions. In contrast, GHB-based prefetching methods use 

strict value locality by recording every instance of misses as a potential candidate for 

predictions. Both these mechanisms can prefetch effectively for applications whose 

miss pattern remains stable across the miss stream. However, for an irregular access 

pattern that has both repeating and unordered components, DOSP has an advantage in 

accuracy over GHB-based prefetching methods. This happens because DOSP not 

only avoids predictions of unordered addresses but also avoids predictions based on 

them. 
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• GHB-based prefetching methods use higher prefetch degree either to increase 

coverage (in case of width prefetching) or to increase timeliness (in case of depth 

prefetching). Higher prefetch degree can enhance performance of applications that 

requires aggressive prefetching but becomes unreasonable when there is limited 

available bandwidth for issuing prefetch requests. This happens because increasing 

the prefetch degree beyond a certain point increases the memory traffic exponentially 

and can delay the demand requests. On the other hand, DOSP uses correlations of 

non-adjacent addresses for generating timely prefetches and fetches only a single 

cache line in response to a cache miss. This enables DOSP to generate prefetches 

effectively even in the case of limited bandwidth.  

The overall impact on the performance of the prefetcher will depend on how these 

individual characteristics interact for a given applications. We discuss this further for 

individual benchmarks in the following section.  

5.4.1 Performance Comparison  

Table 5-5 shows the individual performance results for both the memory intensive and 

the compute intensive benchmarks while Table 5-6 shows the timeliness results for the 

memory intensive benchmarks. The average IPC improvement results for the memory 

intensive benchmarks are provided in Figure 5-9. DOSP outperforms GHB based 

prefetching methods on all benchmarks except mgrid. On average, DOSP achieves a 1.57 

performance improvement for the memory intensive benchmarks, while GHB-width and 

GHB-depth show performance improvement of 1.22 and 1.33, respectively. We make the 

following observations from these results. 
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• DOSP is more accurate than GHB-based methods: The results suggest that DOSP has 

extremely high prefetch accuracy – more than 93% for all the benchmarks. The 

impact of accuracy is evident in the results of mcf and mst, where both the GHB 

methods degrade the performance by 17% and 3%, respectively. The presence of 

unordered addresses in the reference stream induces the GHB-based methods to issue 

additional memory traffic that in turn inflicts performance degradation. In contrast, 

DOSP filters the unordered addresses and acquire only the repeating patterns for 

predictions, and hence, shows performance improvements of 8% and 4% for mcf and 

mst, respectively. Another application that exhibits a similar kind of behavior is swim 

for which DOSP outperforms both the GHB-based implementations.  

• DOSP is timelier than GHB-based methods: The performance benefits of DOSP are 

not primarily due to high prefetch accuracy, but are also dependent on another factor, 

i.e. timeliness of the generated prefetch requests. The results demonstrate that 

correlating non-adjacent addresses through correlation queue produces timely 

prefetches than compared to depth prefetching with a prefetch degree of four. This 

happens because depth prefetching gives priority to adjacent addresses initially and 

then initiates prefetches for the non-adjacent addresses in an ascending order. Since 

the prefetch requests are serialized on the bus, the effects of the depth prefetching in 

bringing the non-adjacent addresses are reduced. This can be observed in the results 

of ammp benchmark where depth prefetching shows a performance gain of 250% 

while DOSP shows a performance gain of 400%.  

The prefetch degree of GHB-based methods does more harm than good. In 

realistic memory constraints, the additional memory traffic generated by the prefetcher 
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using a high prefetch degree is often detrimental to performance. Prior research on 

prefetching assumed much less constrained limits on available memory bandwidth (often 

unlimited), and have shown that blind selection of a constant prefetch degree improves 

performance. 

Table 5-5:  Detailed Performance results for GHB-based methods and DOSP 

Benchmarks
GHB-width

coverage accuracy IPC Gain

GHB-depth

coverage accuracy IPC Gain

DOSP

coverage accuracy IPC Gain

99.75% 99.72% 2 99.48% 99.58% 2.5 99.06% 99.59% 4ammp

21.90% 26.77% 0.83 27.92% 29.44% 0.83 18.45% 91.89% 1.08mcf

91.45% 99.15% 1.61 94.32% 89.40% 2.45 83.68% 99.83% 2.35mgrid

13.85% 18.09% 0.97 15.71% 19.36% 0.97 3.78% 93.33% 1.04mst

50.66% 70.36% 1.38 78.44% 73.97% 1.5 69.53% 96.94% 1.63swim

Results for Memory-intensive Benchmarks

Benchmarks
GHB-width

coverage accuracy IPC Gain

GHB-depth

coverage accuracy IPC Gain

DOSP

coverage accuracy IPC Gain

43.85% 96.40% 1 37.28% 94.83% 1 41.79% 99.57% 1art

62.60% 59.45% 1.02 52.59% 50.22% 1.01 50.99% 98.33% 1.01gcc

77.98% 79.80% 1.10 64.92% 70.65% 1.11 61.77% 97.93% 1.13parser

14.24% 64.86% 1 17.40% 65.75% 1 0.02% 100% 1twolf

13.25% 50.28% 1 11.68% 42.97% 1 0.01% 100% 1vpr

Results for Compute-intensive Benchmarks

 
Table 5-6: Timeliness results for GHB-based methods and DOSP 
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Figure 5-9: IPC gain of GHB-based methods and DOSP 

5.5 Evaluation of Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher in 
CMP Mode 

In this section, we explore the performance of DOSP in a dual-core CMP based 

multiprocessor. It is reasonable to expect that the prefetcher may perform differently 

when different set of benchmarks are co-scheduled to run on separate CMP cores. For 

example, a prefetcher may degrade the performance of co-scheduled compute intensive 

benchmarks by disturbing cache locality while an intelligent prefetching mechanism may 

help a pair of memory-intensive benchmarks. The task of this section is to develop a 

sense of how might the prefetcher performance may change when benchmarks of 

different characteristics are co-scheduled in a CMP environment. For this purpose, we 

study three different scenarios: (i) when two memory intensive benchmarks are co-

scheduled, ii) when a memory intensive is co-scheduled with a compute intensive, and 

iii) when a pair of compute intensive benchmarks are co-scheduled together.  
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 The experiments presented in this section also provide answers to the question 

such as: Which is a better prefetching model for a CMP environment – one that 

intelligently selects what to prefetch or an aggressive mechanism that attempts to bring 

everything? What are the scenarios where prefetching fails in CMP environment? etc. 

5.5.1 Experimental Setup  

 The base machine, over which the speedup numbers are measured, is the same as 

the one described in Chapter 2. Similar to the uni-processor experiments, we compare the 

results of DOSP against GHB-width and GHB-depth. To enable prefetching for 

individual threads, the prefetchers were made to duplicate resources for each thread. In 

case of DOSP, we only duplicate the correlation queue while PHT is typically shared 

between the threads. On the other hand, GHB-based mechanisms were completely 

duplicated among the two threads i.e. a separate copy is dedicated for each thread. This 

gives a slight advantage to the GHB-based prefetching methods. Prefetch table 

configurations are similar to what we selected for the uni-processor environment and are 

shown in Table 5-4.  

For these experiments, we collected results for 45 different benchmark pairs that 

were co-scheduled to run on separate CMP cores. To observe the impact of L2 cache 

prefetching, each benchmark pair is skipped to the first SimPoint (except mst) and 

simulation is terminated once the benchmark pair is executed for 100 million core cycles. 

We used cycles instead of instructions because different benchmarks have different 

execution characteristics, i.e. they have different levels of parallelism and some may 

finish earlier than the others. A threshold of cycles is a better choice for making sure that 

speedup results are from actual prefetching of the simultaneously executed benchmarks 
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in a CMP environment. We evaluate the impact on prefetching in terms of changes in 

three metrics: (i) the misses per 1000 instructions, (ii) the timeliness of the issued 

prefetch requests, and (iii) the throughput – i.e., the combined progress rate (IPC) of the 

co-scheduled threads.     

5.5.2 Memory Intensive vs. Memory Intensive 

In Figure 5-10, we show the performance results when the memory intensive 

benchmarks are co-scheduled together. The misses per 1000 instructions (miss rates) and 

the timeliness results are shown in Table 5-7 and Table 5-8, respectively. The miss rates 

are presented for the base case (without prefetcher) and for three different prefetching 

schemes. Here the first column under every scheme shows the miss rate of the first 

thread, while the second column shows the results for the second thread. The speedup 

results are presented in terms of improvements over the throughput of the base case. 
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Figure 5-10: Throughput results for memory intensive benchmarks 
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Table 5-7: Miss rate of co-scheduled memory intensive benchmarks 

Benchmark-
pair

GHB-width

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

ammp-mcf

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

GHB-depth

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

DOSP

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

4.17 41.14 4.25 42.65 5.67 35.69

ammp-mgrid 3.51 0.48 3.51 0.48 6.71 1.12

ammp-mst 2.93 6.50 2.88 6.51 2.88 6.51

ammp-swim 5.71 7.91 5.68 7.91 10.76 5.39

mcf-mgrid 51.36 0.55 51.60 0.56 29.11 0.80

mcf-mst 50.44 6.55 50.44 6.55 33.74 6.93

mcf-swim 54.66 8.05 55.17 8.07 34.50 5.09

mgrid-mst 1.24 6.94 1.24 6.95 1.72 6.99

mgrid-swim 0.61 7.75 0.61 7.75 1.17 4.49

mst-swim 6.23 8.29 6.24 8.27 6.19 4.79

Base

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

89.53 48.55

89.37 3.41

89.35 6.87

89.19 12.20

77.16 3.37

74.67 6.80

76.40 12.26

3.96 6.98

3.85 12.27

6.01 12.32
 

Table 5-8: Timeliness results for co-scheduled memory intensive benchmarks 

 

 From Figure 5-10, we can observe that, in general, DOSP outperforms GHB-

based mechanisms for all the co-scheduled pairs. On average DOSP achieves a 1.33 

performance improvement, while GHB-width and GHB-depth show performance 

improvement of 1.17 and 1.16, respectively. The performance of DOSP is better than the 

GHB-based methods primarily due to three important reasons, which are explained as 

follows.  
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• DOSP reduces the miss rates for all the memory intensive benchmarks (except mst) 

while GHB-based methods target the ones that exhibit regular behavior in their 

respective access stream (ammp and mgrid). This happens because DOSP is more 

accurate and is able to reduce the load memory latency for benchmarks (mcf and 

swim) that exhibit the presence of unordered addresses. In contrast, GHB-based 

methods reduce the miss rates for these benchmarks but not as significantly as DOSP. 

• DOSP is timelier than the GHB-based methods (as shown in Table 5-8). This is also 

evident from the performance result of highly predictable benchmarks, ammp-mgrid, 

where DOSP shows better performance than GHB-based methods. The reason is that 

correlating non-adjacent addresses through correlation queue produces timely 

prefetches than compared to depth prefetching with a prefetch degree of four. 

As noted earlier, another shortcoming of GHB-based methods is their prefetch 

degree, which induces more than one prefetch request for a single miss event. This 

philosophy of quantity over quality can be detrimental to performance. Overall, the 

results suggest that DOSP performs better than the GHB-based methods in a CMP 

environment that executes memory-intensive benchmarks simultaneously.     

5.5.3 Compute Intensive vs. Compute Intensive 

In Figure 5-11, we show the performance results when the compute intensive 

benchmarks are co-scheduled together. The misses per 1000 instructions (miss rates) and 

the timeliness results are shown in Table 5-9 and  
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Table 5-10, respectively. 
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Figure 5-11: Throughput results for compute intensive benchmarks 

 From Figure 5-11, we can observe that, DOSP outperforms GHB-based 

mechanisms for all the co-scheduled pairs. On average DOSP achieves a 1.03 

performance improvement, while GHB-width and GHB-depth show no performance 

improvement. We can further observe that DOSP reduces the miss rates for all the pairs 

considerably when compared to GHB-based methods and is also timelier.  

It is worth noting that GHB-based methods inflict performance degradation for 

pairs: art-twolf, gcc-vpr, and twolf-vpr. This happens primarily because art, gcc, twolf, 

and vpr are marred with unordered addresses in their respective miss stream and GHB-

based method, which follow strict value locality, issue ineffectual prefetches for these 

applications. Moreover, these benchmarks have smaller working set sizes and have a 

smaller temporal reuse distance; as a result an in-accurate prefetching mechanism can 
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harm the performance. On the other hand, DOSP never inflicts any performance 

degradation because it attempts to either avoid predictions (for twolf and vpr) or 

intelligently select what to prefetch (for art and gcc).  

Table 5-9: Miss rate of co-scheduled compute intensive benchmarks 

Benchmark
-pair

GHB-width

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

art-gcc

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

GHB-depth

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

DOSP

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

2.22 0.60 2.40 O.54 1.75 0.61

art-parser 3.06 1.70 3.06 1.70 2.55 1.50

art-twolf 3.76 6.88 3.76 6.88 2.77 6.56

art-vpr 4.22 4.80 4.65 4.74 3.40 4.60

gcc-parser 0.34 0.53 0.33 0.53 0.37 0.42

gcc-twolf 0.44 0.70 0.44 0.70 0.44 0.66

gcc-vpr 0.39 0.47 0.40 0.47 0.37 0.45

parser-twolf 0.75 1.41 0.74 1.29 0.65 1.40

parser-vpr 0.68 0.90 0.70 0.91 0.63 0.91

twolf-vpr 2.15 1.50 2.15 1.50 1.99 1.50

Base

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 1

Misses/1000 
instructions 
for Thread 2

3.38 0.81

2.87 2.92

4.24 6.67

6.15 4.67

0.47 1.16

0.62 0.65

0.53 0.45

1.47 1.01

1.42 0.67

1.98 1.47
 

 

Table 5-10: Timeliness results for co-scheduled memory intensive benchmarks 
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5.5.4 Memory intensive vs. Compute Intensive 
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Figure 5-12:  Throughput results for mixed (memory and compute) pairs 

 In Figure 5-12, we show the performance results when the memory intensive 

benchmarks are co-scheduled with compute intensive benchmarks. As shown, DOSP 

outperforms GHB-based mechanisms for all the co-scheduled pairs (except mcf-twolf and 

mcf-vpr). On average DOSP achieves a 1.06 performance improvement, while GHB-

width and GHB-depth show performance improvement of 1.01 and 1.00, respectively. 
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 It is worth noting that DOSP inflicts performance degradation for the following 

pairs: ammp-twolf, mcf-art, mcf-gcc, mcf-twolf, mst-art, mst-twolf, and mst-vpr. This 

primarily happens because of the two reasons. First, the compute intensive benchmarks 

have a smaller temporal reuse distance compared to memory intensive benchmarks. As a 

result, demand fetch model through the use of LRU replacement policy ensures that 

compute intensive applications have a larger share in the caches. In contrast, prefetchers 

usually favor the application that show higher number of misses in the miss stream, and 

hence, changes the cache space configuration. This in turn results in performance losses 

for the compute intensive benchmark. In general, compute intensive application have a 

higher IPC rates (because they have lower cache misses) and any performance 

degradation for them can have a huge impact on throughput. Thus, prefetcher helping 

only a memory intensive benchmark can lower the throughput of the co-scheduled pair.   

Second, most of the compute intensive benchmarks present in the above shown pairs 

exhibit mainly unordered addresses in their respective miss stream. As a result, prefetcher 

faces difficulty in helping them and mostly helps the memory intensive benchmark.   

 The GHB-based methods also suffer from the above discussed issues, but they 

also face a larger issue of predicting unordered addresses that often results in ineffectual 

prefetches.  

5.6 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we proposed a simplified implementation of spectral prediction: 

Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP) that detects only the stride patterns within 

the global miss stream. DOSP evolved through the continuous simplification of the SP 
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algorithm. In this process, we identified the limitations of SP and formulated their 

individual solutions. This in turn laid a foundation for DOSP, which not only uses 

dramatically less size but also provides better performance. There exist several 

differences between the design of DOSP and SP and some of the major ones are listed as 

follows: 

• Unlike SP, DOSP uses a continuous analysis for acquiring the patterns – this 

eliminates the problem of high frequency latching 

• DOSP uses a single table for pattern detection as well as prediction – this in turn 

eliminates the need for costly operation like associative searches and pattern 

transfer. 

• DOSP primarily function in the differential domain – this exploits the reduced size 

benefits that differential domain have to offer. 

• Finally, DOSP uses a correlation queue for correlating non-adjacent addresses to 

generate timely prefetches – this further removes the complexity associated with 

employing TCzones.  

When added to an aggressive superscalar processor with large caches and branch 

predictor, DOSP produce performance improvements in the 4% to 400% range on 

memory intensive benchmarks. We also explore the performance of DOSP in a dual-core 

CMP based multiprocessor environment. The experimental results show that DOSP 

outperforms the previously proposed schemes even in the CMP environment with an 

average throughput gain of 10% (shown in Figure 5-13). 
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Figure 5-13: Average throughput gain for different prefetching schemes 
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Chapter 6   Related Work 

Our work builds on the contributions of much of the past research from the last three 

decades. In this chapter, we will review some of the related work in order to place our 

work in the context of other research. The chapter is organized into four sections: 

compiler-based data prefetching, specialized hardware prefetching, correlation-based 

hardware prefetching, and thread based prefetching.  

6.1 Compiler-based Data Prefetching 

Compiler-based prefetching inserts explicit prefetching directives in the code to fetch 

data into the cache. Most modern microprocessors have a prefetch instruction, which can 

be used by the compiler to initiate prefetches. These instructions are often used within 

loops responsible for large array calculations in scientific applications. The references 

produced by these loops are highly predictable and through static analysis prefetch 

instruction can be placed inside the loop to fetch data for future loop iterations. Based on 

this approach, Mowry et al. [27] were the first to propose compiler algorithms that 

automatically added prefetch instructions during an optimization pass of the compiler. 

Bernstein et al. [3] and Sanathanam et al. [35] used the original algorithm for running 
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scientific codes on the real machines and showed that performance can be increased 

using explicit prefetch instructions. 

 Similar attempts for general applications [8, 23, 25] resulted in insignificant 

performance gain because these application are far more irregular than their scientific 

counterparts. Moreover, many general application exhibit high temporal locality and thus 

decreases the benefit of prefetching. There are three shortcomings of compiler based 

prefetching. First, the prefetch instruction not only uses the execution resources, but also 

needs a register as a source for fetching a cache line. The address value for a future 

request is passed to the register by other instructions. Since there is a limited register 

space with the compiler, the use of prefetch instruction usually results in additional 

register spills in the code. Second, aggressive compiler based method may end up 

increasing the code size of the actual program resulting in instruction cache misses. 

Finally, the lack of run time information makes difficult for the compilers to judiciously 

decide what to prefetch.  

6.2 Specialized Hardware Prefetching 

We call a hardware prefetching model specialized if it targets specific access pattern in 

the memory reference behavior. The simplest among these prefetchers is Sequential 

prefetching [37] that exploits spatial locality present in the applications. These 

prefetchers simply prefetch a forward or backward cache line for either a hit access or 

miss access of the corresponding line. The problem with this approach is that prefetch 

may not be timely enough for hiding the demand request. To overcome this problem, 

degree of prefetch – fetch multiple cache lines for a single miss event – was proposed 
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[12]. This can introduce additional memory traffic and can disturb the demand fetch 

locality of the caches for the phases of code that does not have any spatial locality.  

Similar to the above ideas, Jouppi proposed stream buffers [19] to improve cache 

performance for sequential missed accesses. The stream buffers are organized as FIFO 

structure where the prefetched cache lines are placed. If a demand request is served by 

the stream buffer, the corresponding line is passed to the cache, and all the other lines are 

moved up in the FIFO queue. Stream buffers never bring a line directly into the cache 

and thus prevent cache pollution. Palacharla and Kessler extended the effectiveness of 

stream buffers by allocation filtering and non-unit stride detection mechanisms [30]. 

Other stride prefetching mechanism includes Chen and Baer stride prefetcher that 

correlates PC of memory instruction [8]. 

As with compiler based prefetching, the hardware prefetching discussed above 

focus on array references. There are some other mechanisms that target the linked-data-

structure references.  First among them was proposed by Harrison and Mehrotra [14] that 

extended Chen and Baer’s arbitrary stride prefetcher for prefetching data objects 

connected via pointers. In this scheme, a field was added to the original design of stride 

prefetcher, which enabled detection of indirect reference strides arising from linked lists 

or indirect array accesses. Another hardware mechanism designed to prefetch data 

structure connected by pointers was proposed by Roth et al. [33]. This mechanism has the 

ability to run ahead the pointer intensive application to mask the prefetch latency. 

Similarly, Cooksey et al. [11] proposed Content-directed Data Prefetching, which 

prefetches the connected linked data structure elements by examining the data contents of 

the missed cache line.  
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These specialized prefetching mechanisms are effective for specific access patterns, 

but have limited applicability across wide range of application programs. 

6.3 Correlation-based Prefetching  

A desire for a generic prefetcher prompted the development of the correlation-based 

prefetching, which is able to remember complex patterns present in the reference stream 

of general applications. The idea behind correlation prefetching is to use previously seen 

missed addresses to predict the future missed addresses.  

Charney and Reeves [6] were the first to propose a correlation prefetching scheme 

for L1 miss reference stream. In this scheme, a hardware cache maintains parent–child 

pair information, where parent corresponds to the first cache line and child corresponds to 

the cache line accessed right after the first cache line. Since it is possible that a given 

missed cache line may be followed by one of several different lines depending upon the 

control flow or data flow, Joseph and Grunwald [18] proposed a Markov model for 

prefetching. This maintains a set of states that are connected with transition arcs denoting 

transition from one state to another. In the case of data-prefetching, states denote the 

cache lines and transition arcs denote the probability of transition from one cache line to 

another.  

To address timeliness, Lai et al. [22] proposed hardware-based deadblock 

predictor, which keeps history of both PC traces and memory addresses. In this scheme, 

the prefetcher predicts when the cache line becomes “dead” and prefetches for that given 

cache set. Another approach that predicts for a given cache set is Hu et al’s Tag 
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Correlating Prefetcher [15], which exploits correlation among cache tags rather than 

whole cache line addresses.   

Recently, Nesbit and Smith proposed Global History Buffer [28] for maintaining 

address correlations. They demonstrated that a circular buffer can successfully eliminate 

stale data information when compared to a table-based approach. 

While all the correlation based schemes attempt to predict repeating patterns 

present in the miss stream, they are often associated with lower prediction accuracy. This 

happens because they use strict value locality by recording every instance of misses as a 

potential candidate for prediction, and hence, are unable to differentiate between the 

repeating contexts and unordered addresses.  

6.4 Thread based Prefetching 

The emergence of multithreaded processors [41] has led to thread based prefetchers, 

which execute a reduced version of the original program ahead of the program execution 

to avoid cache misses. These techniques, typically, extract a program slice for each 

critical load instructions that are responsible for the vast majority of the memory stall 

cycles. The program slice is executed in another thread context and is often termed as the 

speculative thread.  

 Several thread based prefetching mechanisms have been proposed and are usually 

differentiated based on how they extract slices from the original program. Zilles and Sohi 

proposed Speculative Slices [43] which is primarily software based technique designed 

for use in SMT processors. Similarly, Roth and Sohi proposed Data Driven 
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Multithreading [34], in which speculative threads are constructed statically and execute 

on idle thread contexts to prefetch for future memory accesses. Contrary to the above 

discussed schemes, Collins et al. proposed Dynamic Speculative Precomputation [10] 

that extracts the speculative slices dynamically and is implemented on top of an in-order 

multithreaded processor.  

Another dynamic approach is Slipstream Processors [39], in which non-

speculative thread of the program runs alongside a shortened, speculative thread. 

Outcomes of critical instructions in the speculative thread are passed to the original 

program, providing speedup if the speculative outcome is correct. This work primarily 

focused on a chip-multiprocessor.  

A potential shortcoming of thread based prefetching is that cache misses can 

prevent the speculative thread from making progress faster than the original program. 

Thread prefetching can fail for applications that use linked-data-structures traversals in 

their algorithms.   
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Chapter 7    Conclusions 

In this chapter, we first present a summary of this thesis and then discuss the various 

directions in which this work can be extended. 

7.1 Thesis Summary 

This dissertation introduces a novel concept and two novel mechanisms. The concept is 

spectral prediction, a technique for stepping outside the strict value locality framework of 

traditional correlated prefetchers. The mechanisms are Spectral Prefetcher (SP) and 

Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP), implementations of spectral prediction, 

which act as a natural extension to the correlation-based prefetchers. 

7.1.1 Spectral Prediction 

Performance of a correlation-based prefetcher decreases in the presence of 

unordered addresses, which recur in a random or uncorrelated manner in the reference 

stream. We observed that unordered addresses are very pervasive and are present in the 

access stream of applications either due to control flow irregularities or due to dynamic 

transformations of linked-data-structures. Predictions of these addresses or predictions 

based on them results in ineffectual prefetches, which can lead to higher memory 
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utilization and performance losses. Spectral prediction is a way of using recurrence 

distance information to prune out unordered addresses from the access stream.   

Generally, the elements (addresses) of the pattern follow fixed frequencies and 

thus collectively reappear with the same recurring distance in the reference stream. 

Spectral prediction exploits this property – collective reappearance – for pattern detection 

and in a way tunes to the frequency (or frequencies) of the pattern.   

7.1.2 Implementations of Spectral Prediction 

An implementation of spectral prediction has three components. The first 

component maintains the arrival records of the previously seen correlated pairs in the 

reference stream. The second component maintains the continuous count of the miss 

events and is used for calculating the recurring distances of the reappearing pairs. Finally, 

the third component maintains the previously observed recurring distances with which 

the correlated pairs are reappearing in the stream.   

This dissertation proposes two prefetching architectures that implements spectral 

prediction by using the above described components. Spectral Prefetcher (SP) is our first 

proposed implementation of spectral prediction. SP, as proposed, divides the memory 

address space into Tag Concentration Zones (TCzones) for generating timely prefetches 

and detects either the pattern of tags (higher order bits) or the pattern of strides 

(differences between the consecutive tags) within each TCzone. The prefetcher 

dynamically determines whether the pattern of tags or strides will increase the 

effectiveness of prefetching and switches accordingly. SP was designed as a proof-of-

concept and provided productive insights for designing a more elegant implementation: 
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Differential-only Spectral Prefetcher (DOSP), which is resource-efficient and offers 

better performance. DOSP detects only stride patterns within the global miss stream and 

has the unique property of tying two non-adjacent strides for generating timely 

prefetches. 

7.1.3 Performance Potential of Spectral Prefetchers  

The results of our performance evaluation, which may be described as preliminary, 

are encouraging. When added to an aggressive superscalar processor with large caches 

and branch predictor, SP and DOSP produce performance improvements in the 4% to 

400% range on memory intensive benchmarks. Additionally, using a set of co-scheduled 

pairs of benchmarks on a dual-core CMP, we show that a 16KB on chip implementation 

of DOSP provides an average throughput improvement of 10% and at best 86%. 

The implementations of spectral prediction, SP and DOSP, have a positive outcome 

and achieve their stated goal of reducing load execution latency. Overall, this thesis 

provides a promising way of applying data prefetching for future microprocessors.   

7.2 Future Work 

This work is an initial effort in the area of data prefetching using spectral prediction. 

There is an immense potential for further research in this and the other fields. In the next 

sections we present three different ways in which the work can be extended further.  

7.2.1 Introduce Reconfigurable Degree of Prefetch in DOSP 

We have seen that degree of prefetch does more harm than good in case of GHB-

based prefetching methods. This happens because different programs have different 
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access patterns and optimal prefetch degree vary across programs. Moreover, the access 

patterns may change within a program itself as program goes through various phases of 

execution. Thus, like any other design parameter prefetch degree can be optimized for 

good performance. 

Future work will employ a dynamic tuning algorithm to decide an optimal 

prefetch degree of DOSP. This dynamic reconfiguration will not only increase the 

performance for applications that requires aggressive prefetching mechanisms but will 

also provide a mechanism for shutting down prefetching completely in those cases where 

prefetching hurts performance. It will be interesting to study this dynamic reconfiguration 

in CMP environment, where different threads could be assigned different prefetch degree 

for higher throughput gains.       

7.2.2 Better Management of the Secondary Level Caches 

  In this thesis, we presented spectral prediction as a means for fetching the pattern 

into the caches. We can apply converse of this operation i.e. removing the cache lines 

depending upon the information that an address represent an unordered or ordered 

element. Since unordered addresses occur infrequently in the reference stream, it will be 

better to replace them as early as possible. We propose a technique where LRU 

replacement policy should only be maintained for the repeating patterns while the 

unordered address should be picked randomly form the cache sets. It will be interesting to 

see if we can maintain two different levels of LRU policies – one for ordered addresses 

and the other for unordered addresses. . 
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7.2.3 Branch Predictor based on Spectral Prediction 

There are two extremes – one is to represent history in time domain and another is 

to translate them in frequency domain using a spectral technique like Fourier analysis. 

Both have their own advantages and disadvantages. History in time domain is smaller but 

the implementation of mechanism is easier. On the other hand, history information can 

reach to very large scale in the frequency domain but the implementation of pure spectral 

technique is very difficult. We believe that spectral prediction has a potential to take a 

middle path between these extremes. It works in the time domain but can guess the 

frequency with which elements are reappearing in the stream. Furthermore, the branch 

predictor based on spectral prediction can provide confidence to decisions for free. This 

confidence can be used to allow a processor to execute both branch paths when 

confidence is low, and to execute only the predicted path for high confidence. 
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